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LUMBERJACK EVANGELIST

The Courier-Gazette

Meetings at the Pentecostal Tab
Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable ln ernacle, 37 Water street Saturday
advance: single copies three cents
night at 8 o'clock and Sunday at 3
Advertising rates based upon circula
and 8 p. m. Come out and hear the
tion and very reasonable
Gospel of the Son of God. Where
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established . are we ln the light of Bible Prophecy.
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab-1
llshed and consolidated with the Oazette | Is God's time clock pointing us to
In 1882 The Free Press was established the closing of this age and the usher
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to I
the Tribune These papers consolidated I ing ln of something better, or can the
March 17. 1897.
world keep on In its mad rush and
not bankrupt itself? Did God give
•*
the prophets a vision? Did he give
•*
Advancing years can have no ♦ a revelation to his disciple John on
» terrors for those whose minds — the Isle of Patmos? These prophetic
♦ are occupied. —Frank H. Vlze- ♦ books will be discussed at these meet
• telly
»
ings Saturday night and Sunday aft
J
ernoon and evening by this Lumber
jack Evangelist. Hear him as he
links scripture to scripture.
[Communicated]
A “STRAD” FOR SALE I
A Genuine Stradivarius Violin, Double
Natives of a certain part of South
Tone, Clear and Loud.
America gnaw a crude kind of rubber
Made In Germany 1727
Telephone 361-W
to allay the pangs of hunger. In
MRS. R. F. EATON, Glencove, Me. this country cooks call it Welsh rab
66-68
bit. —Punch

CHEERED TO ECHO

GARDEN CLUB MET

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ALAN U. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Candidate for the nom
ination as Representa

to

tive

Legislature

from this city.
With Rockland as a
client Mr. Bird would
give the municipality
the same earnest and
conscientious service
given every client in
his private practice.
66.V68

Leckemby and Other Speak Members Hear Valuable In
formation Concerning the Passengers who arrived on the aft- between the Pleasant street railroad
ers Got Rousing Reception
ernoon train yesterday rode through crossing in this city and the Warren
Growth Of Lilies
On Fair Grounds
The Garden Club met last Wednes
day at the home of Mrs. Edith
Blaney. Beautiful tulips, from the
hospital gardens, were usd for deco
rations in the library, reception hall
and music room. Following the sec
retary’s report the president named
these club members to serve on the
executive board: Mrs. Maude Smith.
Miss Vittrice Carlnl. Mrs. Grace
Lawrence and Mrs Beulah Allen, and
the following committee on conserva
tion: Mrs. Edith Blaney, Mrs. Ethel
Lovejoy and Miss Winnlfred Cough
lin.
A delightful talk on “Lilies" was
given by Mrs. Hilda Somes, who said
ln part "Pools may be of any size or
shape but a rectangular shape is
easier to construct where forms are
used. The ideal pool Is two feet deep
as water lily plants should not be
■ more than eight inches from the
' surface, having a sunny exposure and
j very rich soil. In small pools the
' lilies may be planted in the sail, thc
rhizomes being placed even with tlie
surface and in large pools should be
planted in wooden containers two
feet square, with a depth of one foot,
with holes bored in the sides and
bottom. Planting time is at its best
from the middle of May to the middle
of June. Select hardy varieties and
do not crowd the surface as with
tropical lilies.
They should be
■ transplanted each year and stored in
a warm place during the winter.
Gold fish and frogs not only add inOLD and NEW DANCES i terest. but also keep the pool free
Every Wednesday and
from Insects."
Mrs. Gardner gave some valuable
Saturday Nights
information of a pool which for
Glencove Grange Hall
durability should be made of cement.
Music By
Mrs. Hellier talked informally an
Chas. Woodcock’s Orch. ' “Birds," telling of seventy-five varie
61Th&T-tf
ties which visit Crescent Beach dur1 ing the spring and summer, describ: ing their color, habits and peculiari
ties and giving the names of a great
many. There were two vocal solos
by Mrs Lorlta Bicknell who sang
"Pour Leaf Clover" by Reese and “A
Memory" by Park and Mrs. Ethel
Lovejoy read a pc 7m hy Edgar Guest
Announcement was made of the
Maine Federation of Oarden Clubs io
be held at the Elm House. Auburn
June 9 and 10 with the LewistonAuburn Clubs acting as hostesses
The club is to hold its next regular
meeting with Mayor and Mrs L. A
Thurston at the Highlands with
Irene L. Starrett in charge of the
' program

Applauded by 500 persons at the
Lincoln County Pair Grounds Satur
day afternoon Rev. J. Clarence
Leckemby of Pittsfield, candidate lor
the Republican nomination for Rep
resentative to Congress from the Sec
ond Maine District and endorsed by
the Townsend Plan followers, worked
the audience to a high pitch of en
thusiasm in a brief address in sup
port of the plan.
The meeting, under the auspices of
the Damariscotta Townsend Club, of
which Mrs. Adele Hobbs is president,
was also addressed by other speakers,
and music was provided by the Twin
Village Band. Rain failed to dampen
the enthusiasm of the crowd, which
filled the grandstand.
Elmer R. Helphey of Portland de
nounced greed in politics and criti
cized politicians, while James B.
Clark of Wiscasset introduced him
self as a Democrat by inheritance,
but not a New Deal Democrat. He
predicted that if President Roosevelt
Is re-elected, there will never another
Presidential election.
Prank Mudgett of Portland. State
organizer, said that there are now 85
clubs in Maine with a membership
of 20.000. He read a long telegram
from Representative Ralph O Brew
ster of the Third District lauding Dr.
Francis E. Townsend, father of the
old age revolving pension plan, for
refusing to appear further before the
Congressional Investigating commit
tee.

DANCE WED NITE
AT

Owl’s Head Town Hall
Gents 25, Ladies, 10
GOOD MUSIC

Th e

most gorgeous ship

in tke world—QUEEN
104

elves

MARY

You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
modern methods.
Only the best In
workmanship,
materials

her 3200 passengers ana

it

Perfect
results
guaranteed
Prices to suit
everybody.

♦

crew

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

TEL. 1123-W
58tf

ELECTRIC COOKERY

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

miles of smoke and flame. Their fears depot.
, ,
J The result was most
were allayed, however, when informed Thb> cUy
deluged

America May 27 and docks in New York on June 1, has electric

kitchens to take care of the culinary needs of her 2,000 passengers

Her enormous electrical consumption of

1500 kilowatts is equivalent to that of 300 household electric
ranges.

In the Cabin Kitchen alone, there are two large electric

ranges, each with eight ovens for the vegetable cook.

ARE FLYING HIGH

Rorkland 5, Houlton 1

After tieing the college boys, the
High School Oolfers continued on to
Houlton, where they defeated them
the following day by the score of
5-1. The lowest score was turned ln
by McKay of Houlton who had a 79.
while Harden was low for Rockland
with an 83. The summary:
Accardi <R) defeated by McKay
(Hi 1 up
„ , . . . _ ... •
..
Leo (Ri defeated W Watson (Hi

new

GIANT HALIBUT
AT FEYLER’S

A 300 pound halibut, one of the
largest ever caught in this vicinity,
was landed at Peyler’s yesterday and
goes on sale at Haskell's Pish Market
at the Northend today.
This huge fish measures around six
feet long and veteran fishermen say
that it is a very fine specimen. Mr.
Haskell will have it on display and
will cut out sections of lt to suit the
taste of the customers.
The average halibut weighs from
40 to 60 pounds so this one sure is
'the "granddaddy" of them all—adv.*

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Electric Cookery is THE modern

method.

Let us demonstrate.

THE MORE YOU USE, THE
LESS IT COSTS PER KWH

USE 24 electricity

CEHTRAWMAIHE
FOWBI^wMFAMY

(For The Courler-Oazette)
Cheer up. Orandpa. don't you ery.
You’ll wear diamond* by and by!
Uncle Sam haa money mills
Made to grind out brand new bills
He will help you In your cause.
With hls Old Age Pension Laws.
No more worry over bills—
Butchers' duna or doctors' bills;
No more panic over rent—
leave that all to Oovernmentl
Dine on squab and caviar.
Sport a stream-lined motor car.
When the blizzards bllz a hit.
Off to Palm Beach gaily flit,
Lead a life of pleasure bent.
But you must spend every eentl
Whoopee. Orandpa. stay alive.
For life begins at alxty-flve!
E. A. C
Wheeler’s Bay

SAIL BOAT
15 Foot—Cat Rig
Excellent Condition—Ready To Go.
A Bargain At

$50
RICHARD BIRD
Telephone 65 or 356-W
66-67

nation a-s

OaklandPark
J)ancin0 !
First Appearance

Ernie George
in the

and his

JUNE PRIMARIES

Royal Arcadians

Electric Range is a good place

to begin.

COMES

A Glance At the Features Which Will Be Seen
When It Meets Here

Republiran ticket for nomi

COMMISSIONER

modern

PHILBROOK
TO MALNE

THE V. F. W. ENCAMPMENT

that I am a candidate on the

electrified kitchen will make your

a

ENGINEER

Thursday, June 4

And that I shall be pleased

FREE PARKING

to have their support

66-68-60-71

LUNCH

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- -

66’lt

OPENING, MAY 30

HERBERT W. KEEP
SIM’S

Mr. and Mrs. Prank P. Hewett Mr Hewett. Other refreshments
celebrated their golden wedding an were dainty sandwiches, sweetheart
niversary Sunday afternoon, holding cookies, assorted cakes, tea and cof
fee. Mrs. Susan P. Foss assisted In
an Informal reception at their reslserving.
encc on Camden street. Many
Mr. and Mrs. Hewett were married
friends took advantage of tlie oc June 1, 1886. by Rev. Loring L. Hans
casion by calling to extend congratu com of the Pratt Memorial Church,
lations. and many others, unable to and have always made their home in
attend personally, sent cards of this city. They have had three
greeting.
children, one daughter, Ada Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. Hewett were assisted beth. dying ln childhood.
In receiving by their daughter. Mrs.
Mrs. Hewett is an active and
Robert Pierce and Rev. Mr. Pierce valued member of the Rockland
of Worcester. Mass., and their son 1 Society for the Hard of Hearing
Charles O. Hewett and Mrs. Hewett ' recently going as a delegate to the
of this city. Present also were five New England Conference of that
grandchildren, Mrs. Ada Pierce organization, ln Boston. She Is a
Priest of Somerville. Miss Ruth member of the order of the'Eastern
Pierce and Miss Mary Pierce ef Star, and the American Legion
Worcester, Russell S. Hewett and Auxiliary.
Elwood G. Hewett. Another OrandMr. Hewett has followed the sea as
son, John Hewett Pierce of Worces an engineer, holding many respon
ter, was unable to attend.
sible positions by virtue of a master
Attracting a large share of atten marine engineers license. During
tion was tlie great-grandson, Rich the World War he served as an of
ard Warren Priest, 13 months old. ficer ln the Navy, being attached
who with his father. Albert Priest, to the U. 6. Trial Ship Narada, with
completed the family group.
base at New London, Conn. Here
Mrs. Hewett was gowned in blue were tried many of the devices for
crepe, with corsage of roses, sweet- the destruction of sea and air craft,
peas, and valley lilies, Mrs. Pierce used later ln warfare, and danger
wore flowered chiffon, and Mrs. was always close at hand. Mr.
Charles Hewett, nlle green crepe Thc Hewett made many close and lasting
granddaughters, who served, wore friendships among the officers and
pastel shades.
men, and can tell scores of stories
The rooms were made bright with about this and other periods of an
bouquer.t of roses, carnations and Interesting career. At the close of
garden flowers, many of which were the war he was discharged with the
gifts of friends. The dining table reserve officers rating of Ensign. He
had as centerpiece a "bride's" cake, Is a Mason and a member of Wins
made and presented by Mrs. Kenneth low-Holbrook Post No. 1, American
Spear, and decorated by Mrs Vivian Legion.
Hewett. It bore, ln gold icing, the
The numerous gifts and greetings
dates 1886-1936. and was surrounded tell of the esteem in which Mr. and
by valley lilies and gold alyssum. Mrs. Hewett are held, and their
There was also a wedding cake, made friends wish for them many more
several years ago. and presented to years of happy married life.

A yesterday's A. P. Boston despatch
announces—“Howard O Philbrook of
Brookline, chief engineer of the New
England Regional W P A office and
former assistant state WPA chief, re
signed tonight to accept a position
wlth priVate lnduslry ln Malnp A
graduate of the University of Maine
he will become general manager of
„ .
. „
„
the Hiram Ricker and Son Company
up'
of South Poland, where he will make
Low ball on this foursome was won hls home
b.v Rockland on the 30th hole.
Mr. Philbrook who continues assoHarden (R) defeated Jim Dow <H> ciatlon with U. of M ln advisory
2-1.
| capacity. Is well known ln Rockland
Benner (Ri defeated J. Watson where he married hls wife, who was
(H) 4-3.
Miss Elizabeth Puller
Associated
Rockland won the point on >ow ' wlth hlm to
«*w connection, ol
ba!l
| which he will be general manager, is
________________________________ H. N. McDougall. President of the
National Bank of Commerce of Port
Everything ls In readiness for the
land.
16th annual encampment. Department
of Maine. Veterans of Foreign Wars
She—The world Is full of rascals.
.
This morning the new Iceman gave There will be two destroyers ln Rockme a counterfeit half dollar.
land harbor for thc three days of the
He—Where ls It, my dear?
convention, lo take part In the parade
She—Oh. I've already got rid of lt. and to give Rockland a visit ln gen
Luckily the butcher took lt. —
eral. Shore liberty will be granted
To Be Sold At Haskell’s Detroit News.
to the officers and men.
Market Today
There wlll be eight squads of sail
GRANDPA'S DREAM

This is to notify my friends

COUNTY

will . . . and

WITH THE BOXERS

In Friday night's boxing match al
Rorkland 3, Maine J. V. 3
Coach Flanagan's boys had their the Rockland Athletic Club arena.
Pancho Villa, Jr., Waterville, bested
narrowest escape from defeat Fri
Tony Sanson. Portland in six rounds
day, but managed to gain three
of fast fighting.
points and emerge in a tie with the
In semi-final Jerry Sullivan of
big University teaft
The lowest
Portland had the edge over Jabber
score of this match was made by Jim
Accardi. who had a 176, while for J Jake MeCulla of Miami and Camden
in one of the best bouts seen here
Maine Dick Munroe was low with
this season.
an 80 The summary:
Popeye Manta of Owl's Head
Harden (R) was defeated by Mun knocked out Billy Barton Portland
roe (Ml 1 up
[ in the first round in the top prelim.
Benner <R) was defeated by CaroButch Wooster of Owl's Head took
lin (M) 3 up
1 the count of nine tn the first round
Accardi (R) defeated Don Huff but came back to knock out Red Mc! Donald of Augusta in the flrst two
(Mi 5-4
Leo <R) defeated Clyde Higgins ; minutes of the second.
«M> 2 up
I Young Wooster of Owl's Head won
Rockland gained 1 point on the'
v*r. B‘U“n_8 Youn« of Rock‘
land in the opener.
foursomes.

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

modern features of the most gor
geous ship in the world.
An

else

jmok#

A Tie Game Nearest R. H. S. Pancho Villa, Jr., Wins Over
Golfers Have Come To Be
Sanson — Sullivan Too
ing Defeated
Much For MeCulla

This is iA keeping with the ultra

home modern as nothing

Great Grandson Guest Of Honor At Mr. and Mrs.
Frank P. Hewett’s Golden Wedding
spectacular.

by the train hands that the flre was and jn Thomaston the fires caused
mainly confined to the steep sides ol such a scare that the entire departthe roadbed, where grass had been ment was called out. Near Warren
set aflre possibly by sparks from the depot the flames spread Into the dry
locomotive of the Boston-bound pas- undergrowth and burned over several
senger train which had left a short acres.
time before.
Volunteers worked all along the line
Pires were set at frequent intervals | of the railroad.

The S. S. Queen Mary, which sails on her maiden voyage to

and crew of 1,200.

Volume 91..................Number 66.

MARRIED FIFTY YEARS

NINE MILES OF FIRE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

R5

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 2, 1936
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40c

(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Full Size Steak Each Serving)

FRIENDLY
HOUSE
118 Main St., Thomaston
Tel. 185-12
Dinners,
Luncheons
Teas Served
64-65

ors In the parade which takes place
Saturday at 5 p. m.
Lawrence Hamlin Is chairman oi
the parade and asks that any person
or business house that wishes to enter
a float ln the parade should see him
or write him at 44 Gay street, Rock
land.
Thc Rockland and Thomaston bat
teries of the C.A.C. National Guard i
have been Invited to take part in the
parade, under Capt. C. G. Hewett.
A carnival here for the week of
June 15 will add to the veterans'
recreation.
There will be a ball game Sunday
between Chummy Gray's Rockland
team and some good team that will
be signed up before June 21. This
game will be for the benefit of the
Huntley-Hill Post. VF.W.
There will be a boxing match at
the Rockland A C Friday night with
pn all star card, featuring the best
fighters In Maine. This also will be
a benefit for thc Huntley-Hill Post.
VJ’W
The fighting National Commander
James Van Zandt will be In Rockland
for the encampment. He will deliver
an address at the banquet and will
also take part in the Department
meeting. This is the flrst time the
National Commander of the VF.W
has ever attended an encampment ln
Maine, and every Post in the State
has sent word that lt and its auxili
ary will be here. That means that
there will be plenty of veterans in
Rockland for the three days.
Department Chief of Staff Charles
V. Lane of Bangor has done a won
derful Job this year as organizer, In
stituting five new Posts and lncreas
ing the membership in the Depart
ment to more than 500 new members.
He Is a real VJ’W. worker and a
comrade who Is a great credit to the
Department. Comrade Lane will ar
rive in Rockland early to take part
in the program.
Department Commander Mario
Conti of Eastport has done splendidly
as Department Commander this year
and a lot of credit goes to him for
the manner in which he has handled

the Department affairs this year.
Commander Conti has traveled many
mll“ * vli»t lhP varlous PosLs ,n lhe
State this year and will receive a
greal welpom„ whfn thp cncampment
opens here on Friday the 19th.
Therc wlll 5f more than 2oo dele-

gates and alternates attending this
VJ’W. convention, as interest is run
ning high in the contests for almost
all department offices.
Ocean View Ballroom has been ob
tained for the grand ball which will
take place Saturday night. June 20.
This dance will be open to the public.
The convention hall for the ladles'
auxiliaries wlll be the K. of P. hall
on’ Main street. The Department
Auxiliary president, Edna Morrell of
Portland, sends word to the encamp
ment committee that every auxiliary
will be present to take part in what
the committee says will be the largest
and best encampment ever held In
this State by the Department ol Maine
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Every member of the VJ’W, la
asked to purchase a new uniform for
this occasion and members of the
Huntley-Hill Post of this city can do
this If they wish at the store of
Burpee & Lamb, on Main street. Call
there and get the terms that firm Is
offering to the members of the local
Post.
For any information in regard to
lhe encampment, call on or write to
Oliver R Hamlin. Department gen
eral chairman, whose address ts 527
Old County road, Rockland.

For thank-you notes and short let
ters. we suggest a box of Rytex Notes.
Choice of six different shades of pa
per with tiny colored borders on both
sheets and envelopes, and printed
with your name to match. Fifty Note
Sheets and 50 envelopes for »150.
Used by well known screen stars,
authors and artists. See samples at
The Courier-Gazette office. Postage
10 cents extra.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had mr life to live azaln I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The lots oi these tastes Is a
loss ot happiness. —Charles Darwin.
EUTOPIA
"There Is a garden where lilies
And roses arc side by side:
And all day between them in sllenco
The silken butterfllea glide.

I may not enter the garden,
Tho' I know the road thereto;
And morn by morn to the gateway
I see the children go.
They bring back light on their facaa;
But they cannot bring back to me
What the lilies may say to the roses.
Or the songs of the butterflies be " i
Francis Turner Palgrave

Every-Otlier-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 2, 1936
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SCHOOL LEAGUE’S LAST WEEK

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

"O grave, where is thy victory?”—
1 Cor. 15: 55.

Remaining School Games
Today—Rockland at Camden; St.
George at Thomaston; Vinalhaven
vs. Lincoln, at Rockland two games,
FIFTEEN BILLIONS
beginning at 1 30.
Is Government’s Annual Cost Friday—Vinalhaven at Rockland;
—Solvency Of the Nation St George at Newcastle.
Saturday—Thomaston at Camden.

At Stake

made but one scratch hit in eight Inn
ings and It looked almost certain that
they would be shut out. Dunbar held
the home team to four hits, the lone
run against him being made when
Richards erred on what should have
been the third out after the bases had
been filled tn the sixth.
The home team ran the bases very
pocrly and failed to come through
when hits meant runs.
Lloyd fielded hts position nicely,
making four putouts and throwing i
| ©ut a runner at third.
Arico also I
| played his position faultlessly, accept-'
leg nine chances and started the rally
ln the ninth with a clean hit to left.
The score:

The League Standing
‘‘The annual aggregate cost of
all governmental activity—Federal,
Won Lost
PC.
State and local—is now in excess of Rockland
........ 7
1000
15 billion dollars as compared with St. George ........ 5
•YW
3 billion in the pre-war period,” Camden ............. 5
625
says The First National Bank of Vinalhaven
.... 3
428
Boston in its current New Eng- Lincoln ............. 1
143
land letter. Continuing the hank ' Thomaston ......... 1
.125
says, "The cost of government ex
Last Friday's results: Camden 3.
Camden
ceeds thc nation's food bill by a Vinalhaven 1. at Vinalhaven; Thornah r bh tb po a
wide margin, lt is more than twice astOn 8. Lincoln Academy 1, at
Eartlett, 2b ..... 2 0 0 0 0 0
the amount spent annually by the Thomaston.
1 3
Nash. 2b............ 2
127,000,000 people of this country
0 13
Wadsworth, lb .. 3
for clothing.
The protest made by Coach I Belyea. lf ........ 5
“The per capita Federal debt has
increased from $12.26 in 1913 to i I Sezak of the Roekland High | Arico. ss ........
Sc'tool team in the last inning | Richards. 3b
$246.
The federal government I
at St. George Saturday was last
Dickens, rf....
has been spending nearly twice tbe
night allowed by the board ot
Trask, c ........
amount that it has been collecting
arbitration comprising Coaches . Dunbar, p ....
in taxes.
Clunie, Sturtevant and Rich- I Beveridge, cf
“Governmental expenses can be
ards. It was ruled that the ball I
met only by taxe's or by borrowings j
was dead when it struck the j
and the borrowings must eventually i
32 3 5 5 27 18 2
stand and that Murgita should j
be repaid out of taxes. The gov
Vinalhaven
have been sent back to third ernment can create neither income (
ab r bh th po a
instead of being railed out. Pres
nor wealth.
Its only source of j
Swanson,
ss
.....
4
ent also last night were Princi
revenue is from taxes.
Nickerson. 2b .... 3
i
pal
Hunnewell,
Ernest
Rawley,
“It is axiomatic that any indi-1
Umpire Barter and Coach Sim- | Bunker, lh........ 4
vidual, corporation, partnership or
mons of St. George and Coach | Anderson. 3b ..... 2
government whose outgo exceeds]
1 11
Sezak,
Principal Blaisdell, John . Erickson, c —.... 4
income eventually winds up in I
0 0
Johnson, lf —. 4
Burrell
and
Umpire
Gray
of
;
bankruptcy.
Rockland. The game will be I Gray, rf ............ 3
“It is likewise axiomatic that the
played
again, in St. George. | Candage. p
only method by which government i
possibly
on Friday of next week. | Brown, p
can balance its budget is by in- j
; _
_ i Lloyd, cf...
creasing taxes, reducing expenses or
doing both.
Vinalhaven 6 St. George 4
30 1 4 7 27 11 3
“Taxes might be increased some
Camden
............
00000000
3—3
Vinalhaven
High
furnished
an
upwhat but thev certainly could not

His pipe got a new lease
!

j

", i
i

“ITS EASY TO ROLL ’EM with
F. A.,” says Clarence Gehris. ''It
snuggles right down and doesn't
blow all over creation.” And he
proves it by rolling and enjoying
a neat, plump Prince Albert
"makin’s” cigarette while he's
patting up his new weather vane.

Vinalhaven........ 00000100 0—1
"TIIE LOBSTER GRII.L”
•> Harvard Yard on Class Day without Chlcago to spend the summer here.
Two base hits, Bunker, Nickerson.
OUR LOCALS WON
a ticket and one cannot get Into the
Archibald Logan has moved his
Swanson.
Sacrifice hit, Dunbar
The Sea Grill in the Studley block
Garden on Sundays and holidays lf woodcraft shop from Bay View
BaifS °n b#lls’ OfI
t ““ Start the Season By Nosing on Park street has been taken over
A. B. Crocker
Brown j off Dunbar 3 Stolen bases.'
,
,,
one has a ticket.
Street to the W. D. Heald building
N C C 2
Out Thomaston ln a Very by Carl Simmons and wil, be known
on Mechanic street.
rectly or' indirectly.
ITie indirect started
Place of Kinnpy u the lat-| Dunbar. Nickerson
Strikeouts, by
ar “The Lobster Orill." Leroy Black
Mr. and Mrs Schuyler Day have
|
Somerville.
Mass
.
May
29
Said
Mr.
Pope.
"A
little
learning
taxes cover a wide range and are ter was found for four hits and five Dunbar 1, by Candage 8 Passed balls,
Close Game
will act as manager.
arrived from New York city and
not fully appreciated because they runs in the very first inning. How off Trask 3. off Erickson 1. Wild
is
a
dangerous
thing".
I
learned
"We want to run this grill as a
opened their summer home on lower
The Rockland Locals defeated the
CAMDEN
are not labeled. Whenever a fam ever. two errors by his infield aided pitch, Dunbar. Left on bases. Cam
first class, quiet and refined restau- i sometime In my young life that sage
Bay View street.
ily sits down to a meal there is a
den 9. Vinalhaven 5. Umpires. Hop Thomaston locals 6 to 5 at Com- rant," said Mr. Simmons. "We are
ln the scoring. Mackie started in the
Leroy Alley. Chester Hansen. Hartwas
an
excellent
seasoning
for
stuf

concealed cover charge for taxes.
Herbert Young of Wilton has been
kins and Chilles.
munity Park Sunday afternoon, ia adding new equipment, have engaged
reiattVeS ,n town
fing for roast turxeys. chickens, etc.. fort Talbot. MU Glaentzel. May- ]
From one-quarter to one-third of third and allowed but two hits, both
• • • •
spite of the fact that the visitor- an expert chef and efficient waltnard Leach. Fred Merchant, Joseph
the rent money goes to the tax col doubles which accounted for Vinal
reuses and offer the folks of Knox but imagine my surprise, when look
SL George 6. Roekland 3
Mr. and >Mrs. Irving Johnso:., Mr.
made nary' a miscue. The home tear,
... Griffin and Frank Johnson enjoyed
lector. On a 13 cent package of haven's other run. Mackie struck out
County
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. a fishing trip Sunday at Matinicus.
got away to a good start with three
cigarettes 5 cents goes to the gov I fourteen in six innings
Lobsters, scallops and other sea-1 Harvard Botanic Garden, to find a
Irving Johnson. Jr.. Oeorge H. John
School team, which went consider
St
George
High
was
to
play
Wedernment in taxes. The average car
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Reid and Mrs. son and Mbs Ella Johnson of Mel
ably below par with its defeat at runs in the first Inning, and events foods will be a specialty along with number of beds of sage plants In
owner pays $50 per year for gaso | nesday but after arriving here a
A
full
bloom
ln
late
May.
and
of
these
;
* mother. Mrs Abbie Simonton. rose. Mass, passed tlie weekend at
proved
that
all
of
these
tallies
were'steaks,
chops
end
other
dishes,
I Vinalhaven bounded sharply upward
line and other taxes in connection heavy downpour forced a postpone' of Melrose, Mass., have been spend- Lake Megunticook.
, with its Memorial Day victory over needed. Both pitchers were tapped business man's lunch will be featured ] varieties: Lilac, rosy brae ted, vervain,
with its operation.
And so on :
, .... .. .
j lng a few days ln Camden.
down the list these concealed taxes
St. George filled the bases in the | Rockland. It was Rockland, first quite freely. Felt, DeWinter and dally and the management will cate, meadow, violet, wood and others,
Walter Kierce ot Providence, ls a
Memorial Day was appropriately j
learned
that
sage
was
good
to
look
defeat
of
the
season,
and
tn
spite
of
|
did
£ome
flnc
fielding.
The
10
partles
and
family
gatherings
guest ln town.
constitute a part of the cost of livwlth one out but. a doub!
The grill is now open for business at
weu as cat
observed here with the usual exer, play stopped the rally. They scored i the ninth Inning protest, was von score:
ing of every one.
and Managers Black and 6immons
Thinking I might learn more. I ] clses. Flags were placed on the Oon-f
f°f ^onn^“cu<'
“Income surtaxes and estate tawes ,I three runs in the third on two passes ; by the team which played better in
nre
extend.™?
»n
invitation
to
their..
........
...
has
been
spending
a
few
days here.
Rockland
are extending an invitation to their , consulted Mr. Webster. “Sage: The way Boulder, the sailor dead were
are approaching the point of confis- ]and two singles Their fourth run all departments of the game The
name isa
of uaiiut
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officinalis.
|—
honored
by —services
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at ____
thc ] James MacDonald has wgone to
IX) a e many friends to come up and inspee: j popuiar iioiiiv
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■
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hits
were
very'
nearly
even,
but
full
cation but, for the purpose of argu- came as the result of two passes and
4 2 2 1 1 0 the new enterprise —adv
credit goes to Mackie, who fanned 14 Dimick. ss ......
which ls a native of various parts of Yacht Club by the Ladies of the [ Cape^Breton, Canada, where he wi?
ment, if they were avowedly con-1 a single.
men.
and
who
had
the
game
well
in
...... 5 1 2 6 3 0
Oney.
2b
..........
the South of Europe and ls very GAB., taps were sounded at the make his future home.
fiscatory they would not he suffiShields pitched well although he
4 0 1 S 1 1
generally cultivated almost every Soldiers Monument in memory of
cient to meet the present expenses 1 allowed nine hits and seven passes hand from the very start. Five of Flanagan, c ....
Miss Barbara Forsalth of Wake
4 1 1 0 0 1
where ln gardens. It is mostly em those who fought in the Civil War field, Mass., and Francis French.
of government. If the government ( St. George graving thirteen men left the seven hits made off him went to Frye, rf ...........
the credit of Welch and Glover. Connon, lb .... ..... 4 1 3 9 0 0
Of Mr gnd
Oscar French of
ployed ln cookery as a condiment, and Rev. W. F Brown, pastor of the I
had conficated all net income 'n on bases.
4 0 1 0 2 1
Oattl 3b
Johnson made a fine catch of a Lord and Murgita each made one.
but lt Ls also used as a medicine in Baptist church, delivered the address this place, were married ln Belfast
excess of $5(100 the aggregate
Gray was doing excellent work LaCrosse. If.... ..... 3 0 0 1 0 1
amount so confiscated would have ! f°u' ball in left and Mackie also
the form of a warm infusion. Salvia at the cemetery where the final cere Friday night by Rev. Clifford L.
covered Federal expenditures for made a similar catch. The Vinalha until the fifth inning, when he Gray. If .......... ..... 1 0 0 0 1 0
grandlflora. a native of Tauria. ls monies were held.
Peaslee. Congratulations are being
only seven months of the present ven infield played exceptionally well passed three men. A wild pitch. Mason, cf ........
4 0 0 5 1 0
said to possess the same properties
Miss Mildred Gray of Castine ls extended the young couple.
..... 3 1 2 0 3 0
fiscal tear. And then what? (Jal having fourteen assists. Nickerson Auld's single and Morgan s error put Spofford, p
as Salvia officinalis. The popular. visiting her father. Capt. Louis G
The stage at the Oomique Theater
and Bunker led in the hitting the ! St. George into the lead 3 to 1. St.
, name. sage, with some distinguished ! Gray. Sea street.
vin Coolidge answered that ques
has been enlarged and the dressing
j
George
made
the
remainder
of
its
latter
having
two
doubles.
4
12
6
14
27
36
tion when he said:
epithet, ls sometimes applied to all
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shaw and rooms are also being made larger.
“ ‘It may be possible and legal ] White and Lyford are the new runs in the next Inning, when Oray
the species of the genus Salvia, more child have returned from a short
Thomawton
to confiscate under the power to ! Vinalhaven coaches and much of the patched one man and hits were made
Harold Corthell motored Monday
than 149 of which are recognized by stay in Pittsfield.
ab r bh po a e
tax but it can be done but once, credit for the win is due them as th? by Paterson. Mackie and Kenney
to Marlon.
botanists.
The
genus.
Salvia,
be

, Felt, ss ............ ..... 5 1 2 2 4 0
S. B. Haskell of Dover-Foxcrofi
Thereafter there is no more revenue I team showed more pep and played
longs to the natural order La- has been In town for a few days.
Miss Carolyn Thomas of Northeast
the second Inning when Paterson Moodv. lb ....
4 1 3 10 2 0
their best game of the year.
from that source. The supply
miactae.”
Harbor has been visiting here.
Ing
catch
of
4
0
3
1
]
Jealous.
3b
....
0
0
Thc
Camden
Republican
Club
will
exhausted by the first tax. That
Vinalhaven
I shall have a greater respect for
Gray's hot liner into right field Bucklin, c ...... ..... 3 2 0 3 1 0
meet at Masonic hall Wednesday at
would seem to be a poor policy for
sage in the future. While talking
ab r bh tb po a e Hawkins also turned in a one hand M Sawyer, cf ..
4
1
1
1
0
0
a government that will need a new
6.30. Following a dinner, business
Swanson, ss .... 4 1 1 1 13 0; catch. Sam Glover played a sterling Condon, p ......
with one of the workmen in thc
4 0 3 0 2 0
PLANT LOVERS. ATTENTION!
supply of money for each recurring
will be discussed. The committee in
Nickerson. 2b . . 3 2 2 3 4 1 0 game at short, besides making; a L. Sawyer, rf
Garden,
he
said.
“
There
is
a
hand

4 0 1 0 0 0
year.’
charge
Is:
Charles
Dwlnal.
Clayton
Bunker, lb ..... 4 1 2 4 12 0 0 triple and a single.
some bed of flowers,” pointing to onc
NO. I
1 Robbins, cf ....
4 0 2 1 0 9
“The solvency of this country re
MrCobb, A. B. Stevenson, Jr.. Finlay
I have a large assortment of
Anderson. 3b .... 3 0 0 0 1 5 1
near
him.
"the
name
is
Speedwell."
The
ninth
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proved
a
sensa

......
3
4
0
0
3
0
DeWinter.
2b
...
quires a reduction in expenses. Al
Calder, Oilbert Lalte, Leslie D
summer floviring plants. Asters,
Erickson, c ..... 4 1 1 1 5 1 0 tional finish to an excellent school
I could remember a ship by that
ready a heritage of staggering debts
Snapdiagon. Mignonette, Sweet
Ames and George H Thomas. Speak
Johnson, lf ...... 4 1 1 1 2 0 1 game, and incidentally brought about
name but I could not connect the
Alys um. Cosmo , Geraniums, Ca
and burdensome taxes has been
25 5 11 24 13 0
ers will be: Jerome C. Burrows of
Gray. rf. cf ..... 4 0 0 0 0 o ol a protest from Coach Sezak of the
lendulas, Salvia. Laheliz, Seab osla.
name with any flower of my ac
piled up for future generations to
.300
0
0
3
0
0
x
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Rockland
........
Rockland, Francis Bate, county at
Shields, p
3 0 0 0 1 4 0 Rockland team.
Kai ketor Buttons. Salpiglossis, Pe
pay. An unbalanced budget cannot
Thomaston .... 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0—5 From now on. you are going to quaintance. Mr. Webster says of it. torney of Kennebec county and
tunias, Stocks, Zinnias. SehitanLloyd, cf ......... 2 0 1 1 10 0
Rockland
went
to
bat
ln
that
Inn

long continue without leading to
Two bas? hit, Fryp. Moody. M Saw truly appreciate coolness In shirts •Speedwell: A plant of the genus Zelma M. Dwlnal.
Ihns. Annual Canterbury Bells,
Smith, rf ........ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ing with the score 6 to 2 against it.
ruin. The budget cannot be bal
Annua, Swiet U illiani. Y'inea Vlnea,
yer. Double play, Oncy to Flanagan and at Gregory's you don’t have Veronica, one species of which has
John
Talbot
and
family
and
James
Peterson
fanned,
Anderson
walked.
been much recommended In Sweden
Pansies, Violas. Regal Lilies, Maanced by increased taxes alone. Ex
33 6 8 11 27 14 2 Murgita singled and Barlow fanned to Dimick. Mason to Flanagan. Hit to button an oven around you to and Germany as a substitute for Dean and family spent the weekend
dorna Lilies, these plants are 29r
penses can and must be cut. Then
by pitcher, Bucklin. Base on balls, enjoy the new colorings ... for
and 35c a dozi n. Except the Lilin
So with two men down and two on,
tea.” (While I am not ln the habit at plcasant Pond
St. George
and then only will full confidence
off Spofford 1. off Condon 2. Struck we're showing them in fluffy light
which arc 35r to 50r each.
Welch
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and
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out
Franfc
Thomas
or
Boulder,
Col.,
is
return. And when that confidence
of Imbibing of the infusions of the
ab r bh tb po a e
out, by Spofford 4. by Condon 3. weights.
a
double.
Anderson
scored
but
Mur

returns, business activity can and Auld. 3b
dried leaves of the tea tree regularly, In town for a few days.
NO. 2
5 1 2 2 1 I 0
Umpires. Quinn and Chisholm.
Winds will whistle through these when I do so, I prefer Orange Pekoe
will take up the slack and once [ H owling, ss .... 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 gita was nailed at the pan by Mackie
IIARDY PLANTS
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges spent
and sing a lullaby to your body, and Pekoe).
Hardy Aslerr, Phlox. White and
more this country will be on an j Mackie, lf. p ... 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 to whom Smalley had thrown the
the holiday ln Marion.
• Anderson batted for LaCrosse.
Pink Spliea, Laikspur, Lupin. Ixtnball
after
it
got
by
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and
hit
thc
yet they have thr dignity of starch
even keel.”
Therc
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of
clnque1 Smalley, c ....... 4 1 0 0 17 0 0
A special town meeting will be
don Piidr, lady's Slipper, Irises,
• Barlow batted for Morgan.
grandstand . Murgita was declared
for business while doubling in brass ■ foil, larger cliff, rough fruit, Dombey,
] Paterson, cf ... 4 0 1 1 1 0 0
Violet-;, Bleeding Heart, Colon0 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 x—6 fcr pleasure.
held ln tho Opera House tonight,
out by Umpire Barter. Coach Sezak St. George
bine, it:. Also a lot of Rork Gar
Servian, thrcadlcaf. etc. Mr. Webs- Tuesday, at 7:30, to authorise the
1 Kinney, p. lf... 5 0 2 2 2 0 0
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den Plants.
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trip
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shirts
is
apt
i Hawkins, lb
4 0 1 1 2 0 1
Two-base hit, Smalley. Three-base
Issue of serial bonds and establish I
was Mr.s. Malvina S. Crawford who Leppanen, 2b ... 5 0 1 1 0 1 1 Barter changed his decision. Coach
i
A
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be
a
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trip
with
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new
hit. Glover. Base on balls, off
their rate of Interest.
NO. 3
makes her home with Capt. and Mr- Lowe, rf .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Simmons protested and Umpire Bar
i
tit? . . . they're as light as the 1 fingered-grass, a species of petenVEGETABLE PLANTS
ter
again
changed
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decision.
And
Mackie
3.
off
Gray
5
Struck
out,
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathaniel
Talbot
George Horton. 219 Cedar street. (Mills, rf ........... 3 1 0 0 ooo
j tilla.” There were a number of beds
Cabbage, Red Cabbage, Cauli
shirts.
there the matter stands. The score: Mackie 14. by Gray 3. by Lacrosse 1.
went yesterday to Damariscotta ' flower, Sage, Pippir, Tomato, Cel
— — —
I
of
Thrift,
common
plantain,
etc.,
(ln
Hit by pitcher, Smalley. Sacrifice Next case, please . . . $2.00.
where they will open a sandwich I ery, Turnip, licet, Curumbir. Let
St. George High
37 4 9 9 24 3 2
botany, a name of several species of shop.
hits, Thompson. Double play, Dow
tuce.
in Rockland but she is certainly one
ab r bh tb po a
flowering plants of the genus fitatlce
ling and Lappinen. Umpires, Baiter
Window Bcxes,
Gird Houses.
of the smartest and shook hands with Vinalhaven .... 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 x—6 Auld. 3b ............ 5
1
1
Mr.
and
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Aldivcrdc
Norton
of
Special
Wash
Ties
and Armeria.) Nightshade: A plant
Trclli es, Birds. Cast Iron Dogs.
and Gray. Scorer, Winslow.
a grip that made the oldest resident St. George ...... 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0-4 Paterson, rf ..... 3
1 3
Rabbits; al-n have Rune Meal, Vig
of the genus Solanum. The Amerl- Dark Harbor was recent guests of her
35c; 3 for $1.00
Two-base hits Bunker 2. Nickerson. Smalley, c ......... 3
editor almost wince. Mrs. Crawford
3 15
can nightshade Is of the genus lnot*lcr- Mrs. Mertic Jones. Moun- i ors. Sheep Dressing, Tobarro Dust.
came to this city eight years tgo Strike outs, by Mackie 14. by Kin- Mackie, p ......... 5
BREMEN
Ar.ybody out of town ordering
1 1
Sporl Shirts
| Thytolacca. Musslnl: Catmint, a I tain street.
Norris Richards has returned from
plant: must send money for parrel
from Burnham, but ls a native of | ney 2. by Shields 4 Base on balls Kenney, cf
4
Mr. and Mrs. Hollle Bennett
plant of the genus Nepeta. somewhat
pest. No ordirx filled less than $1.
a motor trip to Boston.
off Mackie, 1, off Kinney 1. off Dowling, ss ..... 3
$1.00, $1.50
South Thomaston.
motored to Boston over the weekend.
; resembling mint.
Shields 7.
Wild pitch. Shields. Hocking, lf .
Carrie
Wallace
was
a
Portland
4
The tree of which I wrote ln a
E. A. DEAN
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler and
visitor recently.
Jantzen Swim Suits
Dover Road," by A. A. Milne, has Double play. Shields, Erickson and Hawkins, lb .
4
previous
article
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not
having
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]
Bunker.
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St.
George
children
of
South
Portland
are
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ounty
R id. Roekland. Me
Arthur
Willey
and
Pearl
Oenthner
been chosen as the Colby College
Lappinen, 2b
3
$4.95, $5.95, $6.95
Telephone 671-J
any signs of life, ls now in leaf. It of his mother. Mrs. L. M. Chandler.
have
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at
Snow's
shipyard
commencement play, to be presented 13. Vinalhaven 6. Umpires, Hopkins
35
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is a Kentucky Coffe? Tree. Onc as
William Hobbs, a student at the
in Rockland.
Jantzen Trunks
in two performances, June 12-13. In and Monaghan.
Itoekland High
sociates
Kentucky
with
a
beverage
Bentley
School
of
Accounting
ln
Several
from
here
attended
the
the cast appears the name of Miss
ab r bh tb po a
$2.95, $3.95
not made from a bean picked from Boston, spent the holiday with hls
Camden 3. Vinalhaven 1
Memorial Day exercises in Waldo
Lucille Pinette of Millinocket, daugh
Welch, rf .......... 5
boro.
A
three-run
rally
in
the
ntnth
en

Thompson, c .... 3
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Pinette
Men’s and Boys’ Trunks a coffee-tree, but made from various parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. CTosby
Ingredients aged ln the wood.
Hobbs.
Tillson Collamore is employed in
all worsted
(Winifred Ball of Rockland). Miss abled Camden High to defeat Vinal- Glover, ss ........ 4
BUY
What
a
time
the
founder
ot
thc
Rexford Daniels and family have
a
boat
shop
In
Thomaston.
Pinette is also an officer for the haven Friday in as fine a pitching Lord, cf. lb....... 4
$1.00, $1.50
N.C.C. 1 would have had wandering arrived from New York city and
Colby Echo, student weekly news duel as has been seen on the Island Winchenbach, lf 4
in some time. Candage ln making his Gray, p .............. 3
If you arc looking for an inexpen Straw Hats, $1.25 to $5.00 around ln Harvard Botanic Oarden! opened Seabrook Farm on thc Bel
paper of Colby College.
PASSENGER—TRUCK
I do not object so much to standing fast road for the summer.
first start fcr the home team pitched Peterson, cf
sive graduation gift, Rytex Polka
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
on
my
head
to
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the
English
of
Ernest Wellman of Seven Hundred
printed stationery will solve your
Rytex Polka printed stationery is almost hitless ball for eight Innings, LaCrosse, lb. 2b
USED CARS
the labels on thc different flowers, Acre Island was weekend ghest of
problem. It is the stationery young
BOUGHT AND SOLD
on sale at The Courier-Gazette office 01,ly lo ,go down to defeat in the last ’Anderson
but the Latin I pos-l-tively refuse to Mr. and Mr.'. Fred Dean.
people buy for themselves. Only tl
during May and June. This is the inning when the visitors got to him Murgita. 2b
a box. On sale at The Courier-Ga 410 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. copy. Meet you in the Garden on
John Leach motored Sunday to
gay, colorful number you have been for three Tuns on a clean hit, two well Morgan, 3b
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
zette
office
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and
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only,
Class
Day
when
the
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are
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around,
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not
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7
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with
two
passes.
The
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had
10c.

be raised sufficiently to balance the [
budget at the rate of spending with
out producing intolerable hardship.
“The present taxes are very high ]

set in the Knox and Lincoln League I
Thursday forenoon by defeating 6'
George High 6 t0 4 lt might have
been a different story had Mackie
and every one is paving taxes di Deen a ainerent story naa Mackie,

THE SAUNTERER

Next to a “dickey”

they’re the coolest
shirts in town

$2.00

SAVE MONEY!
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MILLER’S GARAGE

Every-Other-Day
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King Solomon's Temple Chapter, |
R AM. will hold a stated convocation j
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Battery E, C.A.C., is expecting an
other big gun in tlie near future to
take the place of thc 155 m m. which ,
has been turned ln at the depart-!
ment.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LOUIS A. WALKER
For

Representative

The WC.T.U. will meet Friday at
the home of Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
This is the annual meeting. Reports
of delegates to county convention will
be heard.

To Legislature
from Rockland

Rockland High plays in Camden
this afternoon and lt will be an all
Important game, as another defeat
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD BTKNTf
might mean thc loss of a pennant so
June &-Educational Club picnic with nearly earned.
Mrs Nina Gregory. Olen Cove.

TALK OF THE TOWN

June 5— Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of the Dance
at Park Theater
June 5-tt—fiftieth Annlveraary Patri
archs Militant to be observed In Bel
fast.
June 7—Trinity Sunday.
June 7—Vinalhaven — Baccalaureate
eermon at Union Church
June »-Republican National Conven
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 9-Camden—Dance ree'tsl by
Miss Doris Heald's pupils.
June 9-11—Annual convention OAR
and allied bodies tn Rockland
June 10—Rockport — Commencement
exercises.
June 10—Annual meet'ng of Unlver.
ssllst Mission Circle with Mrs. Katheryn
St Clair. Crescent Beach
June 11—Vinalhaven—High School
commencement exercises in Memorial
hall
June II—Thomaston—Alumni bsnquet.
June 12—Thomaston—Alumni Bali In
Watts hall.
June 14—Flag Day.
June IS—Primary Election.
June IS—Park Theatre reopens on full
time
June 10- Milk Fund Ball st Oakland.
Juna IS—Camden—Whitehall
Ina
opens.
June lt-21—Annual encampment of
th- Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Ware. In this city.
Junr 20— Llmerock Valley Pomona
Grange merte at Vinalhaven with Pleas
ant River Orange.

(Vote For Two)
•

I am for redudion of the

Due to thc fact that Park Theatre
lias been rented for next Friday there
will be no performance of pictures
and no Bank Nite for this day only.
Tlie award for Bank Nite is $100
which will be made Friday June 12.
Maurice R. Rackliff, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Rackliff, 8outh
Thomaston has enlisted ln the U.
S. Navy at Boston. Young Rackliff
was graduated from Rockland High
School in 1935.

Rockland Lions will eat turkey to
morrow noon at The Thorndike, some
of them without cost. The dinner is
the outcome of the attendance con
test in which Captain Frank A. Tirrell's team defeated Captain Frank
H. Ingraham's team.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

present unju«t and intoler
able tax buidrn nn the Home.

IT CAN BE BONE
66*67-70

Crescent Beach Inn will open
June 12 under thc same efficient
' management as las! season but with
a greatly improved plant. Patrons
Married man, 29, desires | will find the Inn spic and span with
a job of any description; ■ attractive new features.

POSITION WANTED

reasonable salary; good
Mrs Maude Clark Gay member of
salesman, chauffeur, and I Pemaquid Chapter, D.A.R. will tell
J listeners to the Daughters of tho
experienced caretaker.
Ur.qumtionablc References

Telephone 1182-M

American Revolution broadcast Wed
nesday at 1.45 p. m from WLBZ
■'Why I Am An American ”

WARREN

Page Three
JAMES E. ROBERTS

James Everett Roberts died nt I
Graduation exercises for the eighth
grade will be held tonight Tuesday, Knox Hospital Sunday after a brief j
Illness
at Town hall.
Mr. Roberts was born at Vinalha- ! xtl.
Friends wer<\ shocked to learn of
lhe sudden death Siyidav of Mrs. ven nearly 76 years ago. In early *6
I illian L. Simmons. Ill the past life he learned the stonecutters' trade
week, she apparently was much Im in which he greatly excelled. He
proved Saturday and was able to be I later moved to Rockland where he j
about her work as usual. She was ( was engaged for some time In the J
stricken critically 111 late Saturday j laundry business, being afterward
night and succumbed at noon Sun manager of laundry at the State
day. Funeral services will be held i Hospital in Augusta for two years.
today at 2 o'clock from the Baptist He later moved to Vermont where he
Church. Rev. Howard A. Welch offi pursued hls first vocation of stone
ciating. Prayer at the home for the cutter for about 12 years. About 10
years ago he returned to Rockland
relatives will be held at 1.30.
and soon after was appointed by tlie
Inspiring Talk to Gamma Belas
The annual banquet of the Gamma late Sheriff Harding as onc of his
Eeta Boys Club was held Thursday 1 deputies and was janitor of tlie Court
night at the Montgomery rooms, with House, which position hc held at the
girls of the Baptist Church, and Rev. time of his death.
Mr. Roberts was a member of all
and Mrs. Howard A. Welch as special
guests. The speaker was Dr. John i the Masonic bodies of thc York Rite
Smith Lowe cf thc Rockland Univer and was an 18 degree member of the
salist Church, his subject. "Steering ; Scottish Rite, and for some years
the Course of One's Life” in •which | was sentinel of Claremont Commandery, K. T. Hc was also a member of
he drew apt comparisons
Dr. Lowe pointed out that while Oolden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.
one would not steer the course of the! Hls love of social life, hls genial
giant ocean liner. Queen Mary, oi in j companionship, and his constant
storm and fog guide the course of an 1 thought for the welfare of others will
airplane as its pilot, one was not ex linger long ln the memory of those
cused from the proper steering of who knew him best.
Tlie funeral services will be held
one's life course. In this he stressed
that there were two courses open- at 2 p. m. today at the residence of
one, honesty, integrity, decency and Dr. J. A. Richan. 27 Elm street, where
courage, and thc other, a drifting thc deceased had made his home
into a hazardous passage through in since the death of his wife eight
decision. He spoke of the finding of years ago. Rev. Corwin 8 Olds ot
a diary of Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, thc Congregational Cliurch will offi
kept when he was 12 years of age. in ciate. Masonic services will also be
which he had drawn up a creed for conducted by Wor. J E Stevens. Past
himself for obedience, honorable liv Master of Aurora Lodge. Claremont
ing. witli notations each day as to* Commandery acting as escort.
Mr RoberLs leaves one son George
whether he had complied. He i mW.
of this city and one daughter.
phasized the importance of avoiding
self conceit, and spoke of thc life Lillian E. of Cambridge. Mass.
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Guy C. Bean of Freeport who has
Tlie Rockland Townsend Club will
Just assumed hls duties as postmas
hold a special meeting tonight at K
ter
of
his
home
town
is
well
known
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
will
have
Aurora Lodge meets, tonight.
in Rockland through visits with his initiation Thursday. Officers will P. hall at 8 o'clock with visitors from
other Knox County Clubs. Interest
niece.
Mrs. Daniel Snow, now living wear white.
Samuel Cohen is aide de camp at
ing matters concerning the primaries of Abraham Lincoln who attained his
ln
Bath.
Mr.
Bean
has
been
a
resi

Sim's Sandwich Shop.
Opportunity
Class
will
meet
Thurs

will be discussed. The advisory board goal without a great deal of money
dent of Freeport for 21 years and is
and ’education.
day night at 730 in tlie parlors of also meets tonight.
John L. Thomas scored again at the a native of Maine.
Another high light of the banquet
First Baptist Church.
Bangor Salmon Pool yesterday.
Jerome C. Burrows will be toastmas was the birthday cake containing s'x
Funeral services for Mrs Hallie1
candles which was made by Miss
A Higgins were held from the Rus- : Carl R. Oray, president of Uie ter at the Republican dinner to be
Drift Inn at Martinsville. St.
Tena McCallum. Brief remarks were
I
held
at
6.30
tomorrow
night
in
MaUnion
Pacific
Railroad
was
a
visitor
hell Funeral Home Sunday. Rev.
Oeorge. will be opened to the eating
heard from the leader Chester Wyl
Charles A. Marstaller of the Littl*- ' in the city yesterday. Mrs. Oray who j sonic hall. Camden. Other speakers
lie, and the officers of the club:
public next Sunday.
;
will
be
Francis
Bate,
county
attorney
accompanied
him
is
at
her
cottage
in
field Memorial Church officiating
pf Kennebec County, and Zelma M President, Alfred Wyllie; vice presi
with the WS.RC service. Thei Cushing for the summer.
dent, Paul Oxton; secretary. Rog?r
James Wlddccombe, ill with a con bearers were H. R. Mullen. Ralph
[ pwinal of Camden.
Teague; and treasurer. Carl Perry.
tagious disease, was removed to the Choate. Charles Higgins. Ray Easton.
Railroad passenger rates took a
Songs and cheers were heard dur
A miniature electric oven similar
hospital in Togus Saturday.
sharp decline yesterday. The trip
Interment In Sea View cemetery.
to Boston now costs $3.90 instead of to thc great Installation of the Na ing the banquet hour, the 36 win
Oeorge W. Dow of West Baldwin is
Rev. William J. Day. former pastor $6.96. And the railroad bus fare tional Biscuit Co. at Portland is in sat down to the banquet served ty
operation at Perry’s Main street mar Mrs. Isa Teague, and Mrs. Nelson
spending a few days in the city. Mr. of the First Baptist Church, occupied dropped from $4.75 to $3.
ket and is proving of great interest Moore, making merry during the en
that pulpit Sunday morning, having
Dow ls a former Rockland dentist.
Next Sunday's game at Community to patrons. Thc oven demonstrates tire hour. Table decorations were
come from Winthrop, Mass. on an
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary will unannounced visit, with Wendell O. Park will find Chummy Cray's war the celebrated NBC. cracker Ritz of yellow pollyanthus. tulips, bleed
ing heart, columbine, and lilacs, ar
meet tomorrow night with supper at Hodgkins, formerly of Rockland. Mr. riors facing the Vinalhaven Chiefs. which ls sampled for the week.
ranged and given by Mrs. Reta Co
Al
Middleton
will
be
on
the
mound
6 30. followed by work by thc auxiliary. Day chose as his subject "Seeing the
Tlte Kiwanians held a notable burn. Dr Lowe, who was introduced
Wind," and preached with old-time for the island's crack outfit.
! meeting last night, with J. Freeland by Chester Wyllie. was much enjoyed
Dr. J. E. Tibbetts, Charles Swett vigor a sermon of rare ability.
The Lawry Weather Bureau tells Haring, the New York handwriting and the boys applauded him long
and Oeorge Wong were guests of
June 15 has been named a tenta us this morning that the 8 a. m. aver | expert as guest speaker. Hanng was and loud. Games and a social time
friends in Chinatown, Boston. Sun
tive date for the annual outing of age temperature for May this year it Maine by virtue of having been a rounded out the evening.
day. Ted Lewis was chauffeur.
the Universalist church school out ls three degrees warmer than that i witness in the Brewer murder trial
ing, to be held again this year at the of May 1935. Another one for Mr at Wiscasset. He addressed a highly
Honors Evenly Divided
The pupils of Miss Mabel Lamb will
I interested audience last night when
summer home of Dr. and Mrs. Lowe Ripley.
give a piano recital Thursday night at
Fuplls of thc grammar school jourj
he
told
of
his
own
experience
in
th?
at Round Pond. The question of
7.30 at Universalist vestry. A delight
The boats of the Vinalhaven * ; Hauptmann kidnaping case. He was I neyed Friday to Union where a bey;
transportation once more arises, and
ful program Ls offered and thc public
convinced, as the jury was, of Haupt ball game, and a girls' soft ball game
Dr Lowe will be Interested to hear Rockland Steamboat Co are now on
between the grammar schools took
is invited.
mann's guilt.
direct
service
leaving
Rockland
at
fn.m anyone who is willing to drive
place.
or loan car and driver for the occas- 2.15 for North Haven. Stonington and
| Honors were evenly divided tho
Pleasant Valley Orange serves Its
Swan's
Island
and
at
2.45
for
Vinal

NORTH WALDOBORO
Ir.r.
1 Union boys winning 27 to 1; and tite
final supper for the season Friday nt
haven, sailings on standard time.
Warren girls 28 to 20,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
Wlnchenbach.
6. The women are urged to be on
There will be a double-header
Line up for the teams: Union boys,
The
police
and
sheriff
departments
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Duncan and
hand early in the afternoon as two baseball game at Community Park
quilts are ready to be tacked, and this afternoon between Vinalhaven , were seeking yesterday to locate -he i W. F. Teague motored Saturday to Foster McEdward c. Lawrence Esancy
thirsty gentleman or gentlemen who Union and were there guests of Mr. p. Donald Simmons lb, Melvin Hunt-'
workers are needed.
High School and Lincoln Academy.
t ley 2b. Howard Leonard 3b, Clarence
j hijacked the State liquor store. Para and Mrs. iReverdy Carroll.
The first game will begin at 136.
John L. Thomas returned to Ban The teams are playing ln neutral phrasing an old saying: Thirst laughs Mrs. Joudrey. were callers Saturday ' Leonard Jr ss. Philip Morton and
gor Salmon Pool Sunday, having been territory, so that it may not be nec at locksmiths. In this instance a bar
Mrs. Martha Eugley and sister, Howard Young rf; Carlton Robbins
and Nathaniel Collins cf. William
home Just long enough to beat some essary for cither to make the long i was sawed on onc of the back win- night at thc James Storer homc.
Lucas lf.
of the boys at bowling. Captain jump. Fans who are unable to ac 1 dows. and the net result was the dis
Mr. and Mrs. William Sprague of
Warren boys: Eugene Cogan c,
Oeorge Hawes i3 in command of the company Rockland to Cainden this covery tliat $12 to $15 worth of the Islington. Mass , were holiday guests
Harold Marr p. Bowdoin Miller lb.
legal invigorator had been carted elf.
Star alleys during hls absence.
afternoon should drop up to the Park
of Belle Sprague.
Harold Moore 2b. Oeorge Robinson
and see what these boys can do.
Margaret Calderwood has employ 3b, Clayton Fales ss. Paul Dalrymple
The Maine Jewelers Association
ment at the homc of Mr. and Mrs and Howard Borneman rf. Lloyd
NOW 1 EAT
will hold its annual sessions June 8
Marked improvements have been
Roy Plaisted. Waldoboro.
Wellington cf. William Matson lf.
at Portland, with Charles T. Evans made at Oakland Park this spring
Ednah Howard who has been atLine up for girls:
secretary of the American National under Manager Eddie Whalen. Th?
j tending the Bible Institute in
I'pset Stomach Goes
Union. Norma McEdward c, Betty
Retail Jewelers Association, as one buildings have been painted, the
Providence is at home for the sum- Farris p. Lillian Savage lb. Violet
\Jn Jiffy with Bcll-ans J
of tlie principal speakers.
handsome fountain with its pure
I mer.
Brooks 2b. Norma Fossett 3b. Paulin.'
spring water put into shape again and
Oeorge Benner was ln Union last King ss. Wilma Hannan rf. Agnes
TTic offices at the Court House will
thc swings and teeters renewed to
i Friday to attend the funeral of John Esancy lf. Laura Storer cf.
be closed from 2 to 3 this afternoon
encourage the presence of picnic par FOR INDIGESTION !.>• . iC.’B
1 Mank.
Warren: Madeline Haskell and
out of respect to the late James Ev ties. Thc Park store has been reno
Homer Carroll who has employ - Jeannette Ovcrlock e, Murie Marr c,
erett Roberts, janitor of that estab
vated and is freshly stocked with
I ment in Boston, ls visiting his par- Ruth Starrett lb. Dorothy Lane 2b,
lishment. whose funeral takes place
pop. confectionery, sandwiches, smokes
j
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Carroll, for Bertha Anderson 3b Katherine
at 2 o'clock from the residence of
etc. Over 400 paid admission to the
Maxey ss. Lucille Carter rf. Ruby
I a few days.
James A. Richan, Elm street.
opening dance Saturday. An Innova To Have Your
8tarrett lf. Dorothy Marr cf.
BORN
Dr. Jame Muilenburg. dean of tht tion was the replacing of the old pass
I ROBINSON -At Vinalhaven. May 30 to
College of Arts and Sciences at Uni checks for those leaving the hall by
ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson, a ton
versity of Maine, has resigned to take the stamp system on the wrist, used Repaired. Cleaned. Reconditioned.
AREY -At Vinalhaven. May 29. to Mr
Proceeds of a supper at the Rock
and Mrs. Ray Arey, a son, John
a teaching position at thc Billings generally in all dance halls. Ernie Stove and Furnace Pipe. Ash Pans.
Copper Tanks, Brass Coils. Bark
Robert.
Oeofge
and
hls
Royal
Arcadians
will
ville hall Friday from 5 30 to 7 will
Foundation of the Pacific School of
Pip:..:. Refrigerators Rrlined and ' LEACH At Worcester. Moss May 28
to Mr and Mrs Frederic K Leach of benefit the cause of dental work in
Religion in Berkeley. Calif. Dr. Muil be at Oakland Thursday night.
Solderi d.
New York, formerly of Rockport, a she local school. There will be an or
enburg is well remembered here by
aon.
H. P. SHANNON
Nelson Carr, 10 Hill street was
chestral entertainment In the eve
virtue of hls several addresses before
1J GRACE ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
gladdend today when Parker F.
MARRIED
ning.
the Baptist Men's League.
66‘lt
Worrey. manager of the Oeneral Ice
L1PPONEN-LENNOX — At
Rockland
June 1. by E. R Keene. J I>
,
The Knox County Fishermen’s Gos Cream Corp's Rockland plant, pre
Llpponcn of Katonah. N Y. and
Mildred
J.
Lennox,
of
Warren.
pel Team will meet in the 8umnier sented him with a check as one of
1 HUNTLEY-LIBBY—At Thomaston. May
street vestry of the First Baptist the winners in the nation-wide Seal31. by Rev H 6 Kilborn. Donald A
test
limerick
contest
for
April.
.
Mr.
Huntley, of Rockland, and Wilma Lib
Church tomorrow night at 7JO, and
by, of Thomaston
Carr
was
onc
of
360
throughout
the
) FHENCH-FOBSAITH — At Belfast. Msv
all men Interested in the work anfl
country
to
whom
cash
prizes
totalling
' 28 by Rev. Clifford L. Peaslee. Francis
those who would like to Join, who
French of Camden and Miss Barbara
Forsalth of Wakefield. Mats
AND
are not now: members, arc especially $6000 were awarded by the judges,
I PHILLLPS-KIILFRAN -At the Catholic
Dr. H. B. Rathbone chairman. De
invited.
I
parsonage.
Rockland.
May
30
Oeorge
partment of Journalism. New York
N Phillips of Rx-kland. and Miss
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
University; Albert Ix-inlnger. director
Helen C. Killeran of Thomaston
Notice Is hereby given that tlie Board
Established 1840
ot Registration will be In session at thetr of advertising, Parents' Magazine and
died
rooms. Bprlng street, tor the purpose nt Miss Dorothy Dignam of N. W. Ayer
Licensed Embalmers and
revising and correcting the voting list*
SIMMONS—At Warren. May 31. MrAttendants
of the City The sessions will be held & Son, advertising agency, who can
Lilllan (Libby) Simmons, aged 40
June 4. 5. 6 and 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 and 12 vassed the entries at the Seal test
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
years
10
months,
17
days.
Funeral
from 9 a. m. to 1 p. in. and from
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
services today at 2 daylight from WurTo be ready to serve at a mo
3 p m. to 5 p. tn and from 7 p. in to Laboratory Kitchen. Radio City,
ren
Baptist
Church.
9 p m. Standard Time. As thc last three
ment's notice; to be ready to serve
Day or Night Telephone
days of said session arc for the purpo.se New York, contest headquarters not
of verifying said lists and to complete only for the April but also for the
CARB OF THANKS
ioyally and well at all times; such
and close up the records of the session,
We wish to express our heartfelt
450
is a part of the task of a depend thanks to our friends and neighbors
no names will he added to or stricken subsequent monthly Sealtest limerick
from said lists on said days. The Board contests through May. June. July and
Representatives
in all large cities
who
so
kindly
assisted
us
during
our
able funeral director. Such has
will alio be ln session all day election
recent bereavement In loss of our
ln the United Slates and Canada
day.
August.
been a duty faithfully performed | mother Lilia W. Hocking. Also for the
By order of'the Board of Registration.
beautiful flowers; and use of their carby the Russell Funeral Home.
AMBULANCE
JOHN E DOHERTY, Chairman
The family of the late Lilin W Hock
___________________________«4-6<
ing.
•
Service is Instantly available.
DENTAL NOTICE
Experienced attendants on dutv.
FEATHER BEDS
During thc spring and summer sea
CARB OF THANKS
Now Ls the time to have your son will make appointments for
We wish to express sincere thanks to
Day or Night Telephone
friends and neighbors for their uets of
Feathrr Bed made Into Mattresses Tuesdays and Fridays.
kindness during our recent bereavement.
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
450
We especially wish to thank Dr V. If
DR. J. H. DAMON
TEL. 682
made over. Drop a postal to
Shields.
MI
MAIN
ST_
ROCKLAND. ME.
Mrs Truman Sna'yer. William il. Saw
Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store
A. F. IRELAND
9 CLAREMONT ST- ROCKLAND yer. Nelland Sawyer. Mrs. I E Archibald
20-tf
’ ROCKLAND
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ML. I EL. 415-W
Casta Sawyer Bos and Merle Sawyer
MTU
VluaUiaven
•
C5-C8

HAMBURGER

JEFFERSON
At the Eastern Maine School of
Music festival recently held ln
Rockland. Misa Laura Meserve of
this town received the counseller's
award for original composition,
"Gypsy Fiddle.”
Mrs. EUa Dunn and Mrs. Oeorgia
Robinson of Thomaston were callers
on Mrs. Edith Shrader recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson of
Auburn passed the weekend at their
cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Johnon visit
ing Allen Tibbetts at the Damaris
cotta Hospital, found him much im
proved and expecting to return home
shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago. Mr.
and Mrs. Handspiker. Mr. and Mrs.
Ware. Edward Brann and William
Brann went Thursday to South Jef
ferson, presenting Oeorge Peasley
with fruit. Mr. Peasley who is 86,
lias been in ill health the past sea
son.
Rev. J. E. Besant preached an able
sermon Sunday. Beginning June 7
all services at this church wUI be on
daylight time. Next Sunday will be
observed as Children's Day.

PROTECTS
APPEARANCE
of your home/
$5 worth of

Extra Heavy . . . Double Thread
Extra Value .. .(Worth 35c

f) £
ZOC

Sale
Price

Here's a group purchase made possible by our

New York buying office.

The Cannon Mills

made a big concession in the price of first qual
ity, heavy, double thread towels, provided the
office would place orders from all the stores in

its buying group.

We understand the whole

order amounted to over 500,000 towels. Hand

some striped borders and checks in rose, blue,
green, gold or black.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

THE

PARK STREET SEA GRILL
Now Under New Management
This attractive restaurant has been taken over by
Carl Simmons with Leroy Black as manager, and
will specialize in—

LOBSTERS
CHOPS
SEA FOODS

A quiet, conservative, refined place to dine.
We want to make this one of Rockland's Finest
Restaurants
THE
NEW

LOBSTER GRILL

PARK
STREET

HOUSE PAINT

may tavo you
$150 in

ropair$

DIRECT SERVICE
TO

PAINT

Russell Funeral Home

Extra Large . . . Size 22x44

ACME QUALITY

Stoves and Furnaces

DEPENDABILITY

Cannon Towels

Special Business Men’s Lunch, 35c

rMONEY’

FUNERALPARLORS

A Group Purchase of 100 Dozen

STEAKS

NOW IS THE TIME

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

Senter Cran® Ompaag

INSIDE

KK

>W!

ACME QUALITY
HOUSE PAINT
(New Era)

The paint that offers you
maximum protection for
your home. Comes in all
modem colors.
Per Gallon . . $3.30
ACME QUALITY
INTERIOR GLOSS
FINISH

A fine semi-gloss finish for
kitchens and bathrooms.
Dors not absorb grease
or dirt. Per Quart. * j Qg

VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE JUNE 2
Steamer for Vinalhaven leaves Tillson Wharf, Rock
land, daily (Sunday excepted), at 2.45 standard
time.

Steamer for North Haven, Stonington and Swan's
Island, leaves Tillson Wharf, Rockland, daily
(Sunday excepted), at 2.15 standard time.

Subject To Change Without Notice

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT COMPANY
BASIL H. STINSON, Gen. Mgr.
Telephone 492,
Rockland, Me.
63-65

ACME QUALITY
ENAMEL-KOTE

IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

A highgloss.durableenamel
finish for furniture, wood
work, etc. Per Quart J go

AWNINGS

House-Shennan,

Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low coat.
Ask us for an estimate

Inc.
447 MAIN ST.

TEL. 721

Year Round Ixtcal Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW 8T. ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 2, 1936
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SALADA”

AN INSPIRING CONVENTION

HEADQUARTERS

For Painters
Knox County White Ribboners Transacted Much
and Paperhangers
Business At Camden Sessions

OUR

.1

AT STRAND THURSDAY ONLY
-- -- -- -- -- -- - - - ... - - - -- -- -- -- -- --

BOOK CORNER

Honey ln the Horn by H. L. Davis,
which has been awarded Lhe 1936
The Knox County W.C.T V. held its city or town under regulation of th?
Pulitzer Prize, was published • n
annual convention Thursday in the State Liquor Commission for the sale
Aug. 22, 1935, as the Harper Pr ze
Baptist Church, Camden, with the therein of wine and spirits to be con
j county president, Miss Margaret sumed on the premises?
Nov.’l. This Is the second time the
Crandon, in the chair, and a goodly
Shall licenses be granted in this
Harper Prize Novel has been awarded
number of officers and delegates pres town or city for the sale therein of
thc Pulitzer Prize The Able Mc
ent. Greetings were extended the malt liquors?
Laughlins by Margaret Wilson, the
— convention guests by Mrs. Etta FerA majority of Yes votes cast in a
first, was awarded the Prize In 1923.
nald president of the Camden Union, city or town ln answer to these quesThe response was by Mrs. Edith Rlcn- 'tions will make legal the provisions1
and In 1904 Lamb ln Hls Bosom by
ards cf Thomaston who said, "Con- ‘ contained therein.
, YOVR COMPLETE PAINTING JOB CaroUne Miller was choeen
ventions are good for us. for it is here
a majority of'No votes cast in each CAN
C-'* BE
BK CONVENIENTLY
The Judges who selected Honey In
ARRANGED
IN Ol'R STORE
we learn how to be helpful to each city or town will make these prothe Hom for the Harper award were
other." A letter of greeting from the! visions unlawful for a period of two
SWP HOUSE PAINTS
Sinclair Lewis, Dorothy Canileld and
State president was read as follows:
calendar years.
Louis Bromfleld.
• • • •
We rejoice in the privilege of this
H. L. Davls was bom ln Yoncalla.
TELEPHONE 770
You have gathered to report on the poweffUi weapon, the ballot, to free
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Work of the year and to confer on lhe state of Mame froin the
of j
Oregon, on Oct. 18, 1896
!Hls
mother's family were early settlers
future activities. Let us give thanks ijqUor an<j beer. In some States this
to Ood for the many blessings that weapon of Local Option has been ta- TEL. 14,
ROCKLAND, ME and five generations of them still
60-tf live there, hating crossed the plains
have been ours.
ten (rom the voters by insidious con-1
We are especially grateful that the) nlvtng of the llquor lntfrests lt L,
from Tennessee in 1852 Hls father
opportunity is open to the people of ours ln Maine to educate and inform
was a country schoolteacher, also 1
Maine to free the State from the the indifferent voters of the signifi among friends. Miss Crandon said from Tennessee, whose family went
legalized liquor traffic. On Sept. 14 cance of this Local Option Act. We Thomaston had seven members who west in the seventies.
Thr flrst k'ss. the first year of weddrd bliss—they all lead up to "The
the following provisions will appear urge that a carefully considered plan had pledged $5 each Appleton had
Mr. Davis brought to the writing First Baby.” and what a riot of laughs and excitement that lltUe gift from
not
decided
upon
a
plan.
on the ballot.
of hls first novel a rich experience heaven brings to Johnny Downs and Shirley Deane, featured in the new
for your county be adopted in your
Membership banners were displayed
Shall State stores for the sale of convention.
At the age of nine he went to work romance.—adv.
showing their flower symbols. Rock
liquor be operated by permission ot i
There is no victory without a bat land—trailing arbutus; Appleton- as typesetter and printer's devil for
the State Liquor Commission in this tle." In God s name we will strive
a country newspaper at Oakland.
pansy; Thomaston—white carnation;
city or town?
for a State free from the liquor Thomaston atso led ofl in new mem Oregon. When he was ten. he
Shall licenses be granted in this traffic.
herded sheep and at 17. he was depu
bers gained, showing IS.
ty county assessor for a sagebrush
Althea O. Quimby.
Report of the executive meeting
county, and rose through merit to be
• • • •
1
was read and accepted to the effect
3
4
10 11
8
9
1
5
7
Committees were appointed: Reso- that all department directors were deputy county sheriff. He says the
Job
consisted
mostly
of
serving
at

1
| lutions—Mrs. E M Lawrence. Mr.- re-appointed, with Sabbath observ
12
13
Alice YVatson. Mrs L. A. Clark; cre ance, Mrs. Martha Welch. Warren. Tt tachments and arresting sheepIb
15
17
dentials—Mrs Clara Emery. Mrs w as moved that under the Depart- herders who had gone crazy.
At 21 he revived, edited and prln- ■
Louise Ingraham and Mrs Bessie ment of Literature a “department cal
ll
1 20
IB
19
Luce.
endar” be made and sent to each local ted thc Antelope Herald ln the hope
The address of the county president union for the keeping of records. It of making money for an expected
L
ll
25 14
i
entitled "Our Work." called upon all was recommended that the convention homestead rush. There wasn't one,
1?
lb i7 2.fe
members to devote themselves witn vote to take immediate and active ac so he surveyed pubUc lands for the
increased zeal to that cause they tton in organizing a house to house U S. Oeneral Land Office in Cen- |
ST
31
34
ii
50 31
have espoused: to give more time to canvass to disseminate information tral Washington, snd went to college
for
a
few
months.
When
War
came,
informing themselves upon the set- concerning the local option referenib
i7
38
entlflc facts about alcohol. “If every- idum to be voted upon Sept 14 ap- he Joined the army. He writes: “I
w
one would spend IS minutes a day on pointing a central committee to plan began composing poetry In the Army
40 41
42 43
the study of the Syllabus, and pass and organize for this campaign. Mrs. and printed some in Harriet
Monroe's
‘
Poetry
’
after
I
got
out.
I
J
the tacts there learned on to others Clara Emery was elected to act as
44
H5
clerked
in
a
bank
and
in
an
electric
it would result," said the speaker, "in chairman of said committee with
4k
4b
47
a great wave of information over Ok privilege of appointing assisting light and power company, and went
to
work
time-keeping
on
a
railroad
I
whole State, that would change the members.
•to $0
53
52
w
trackgang."
thinking of our citizens to the ex• • • •
The
poems
were
awarded
Poetry's
tent that when we come to vote on The Knox County WCTU. in its
55
5b
54
58
the local opt:on referendum in Sep- 49th annual meeting assembled re- Levison Prize for 1919 Davls then
bo
went back to working as deputy as
bi W
bl
ci
t.-mber there would be such a deluge solves:
sessor
and
writing
poetry,
until
in
of "No' votes that every legal place 'That we reaflrm our belief in Total
1
bb
b7
SILVER NIP UNSWEETENED
sell.ng liquor will be closed. We muf Abstinence for the individual and 1928 he took a try at writing prose
It
was
printed
In
the
American
'
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE .
also work for an increased member Prohibition for the Slate and Nation.
ship. and for funds to carry on the 'That we believe that America Mercury, snd with a six months'
HORIZONTAL
i HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
16 OZ
PRESERVES K7SSP
should continue to avoid all entang- Interval of singing Creole, Mexican
work."
1-Boaat
JAR
|47-Heavenly body
14-Sciencs
8-By
49-Pluto
The report of the corresponding ling alliances with other nations That French-Canadian. Negro, railroad. [
19-Maintalned
8-Long grass stem
53-Mascullne name
SHREDDED WHEAT
2
21c
21-Old breech-loading
secretary showed unions organized in every effort should be made to pro- Southern mountaineer, and rleaned12- Grade
55- Conjunction
small arm
THE
up cowboy folksongs for a north
Rockland. Thomaston. Camden and mete peace at home and abroad.
13- ldentical
56- Spinning organ of
24-Allotments
WHEATIES . ■ « ■ 2 PKGS 23c
Friendship The treasurer's report j "That wc urge every good man and western radio network ln 1929. he
14- Large artery
spiders
27- Omistions excepted
15- Four
59- Mueical note
(abbr.)
showed a balance on hand of *21.73, woman to register and be ready to has been st lt ever since. In 3932
LAKE 8HORE
’8 OZ
HONEY PURE
18-Unwelcome gueets 60- A coin
28-Girl'a name
X
6TRAINEO COMB JAR
with all bills paid.
! exercise the right of franchise to the he was given a Ouggenhelm Ex
17-Treaeurer (abbr.)
62- Small
29- Darling
THE
• • • •
| end that honest, upright officials may, change Fellowship ln Mexico.
GOLD
16 OZ
18- Repair
63- River In N. France 30- Perched
PEANUT BUTTER FLAKE
• • • •
JAR 15c
20-Dogma
Reports of department directors ** elected in this critical time in our J
31- Vase with a footfpl.)
65- Feminine suffix
Jane Austin wrote Pride and Pre^32-Excited with
22- Female deer
(Fr.) .
32 OZ
showed that a large amount of edu-, eivlc Die.
15c
COCOA TOBT .
CAN
23- Part of the hand
(or Judice when she was 21 and all her
66- Salnte (abbr.,
Interest
cational and material work had been
"That we urge more publicity
25- Plural suffix
35-Farm animal
67- Want
other novels before she was <2
4
OZ
done by the faithful workers during the Temperance cause by the pulpit,
26- Mailed
J41-Runic (abbr.)
INSTANT POSTUM
CAN 25c
VERTICAL
Hardy wrote Far From the Madding
30-Eclipse
43-Public official
the year. Especially encouraging was the school, the press and specially arCrowd at 34. and Tlie Return of the , 33— A beverage
I 1-Edge
»r
47- A bristle (Surg.)
the report on scientific temperance ranged meetings.
[ 2-Raged
34- A church official
48- The Scandinavian
Native at 38. Kipling wrote most of
2 LB
instruction by Miss Alena Young of
"That we reaffirm our belief in Pro(abbr.)
3- Near by
people
his novels between the ages of 23
BOXES
36-S. W. State of
4- Stone having a
Rockland. Much work done in the hibltlon as the best restrictive meas49- Trust
and 25. Barrie wrote The Little
United Statea(abbr.)
cavity lined with
50- Greek god of war
dissemlnation of alcohol Information Mf6 that has been applied to the liquor
J7-Three
Minister at 31, Dickens "Oliver
crystals
|61-Serf
traffic,
we
will
do
all
in
our
power
to
by directors ln contacting the schools,
38- The (Sp.)
5- Parity
52-Scout
Twist" at 36. Virginia Woolf "Voyage
BOXES
39- Tona (abbr.)
154—Plant
6- Australian bird
teachers. Sunday schools and other promote local option as a step to
Out" at 33.
40- 0rganlc (abbr.)
7- Debt payments
57- lnaect egg
leaders.
Alcohol
demonstrations ward that ultimate goal,
THE FASTESI SELLING GELATINE
42-Wlld asset of Aela
8- A flower
58- A point of compass
were
given
in
three
communities,
much
'That
we
request
that
the
custom
of
THE WORLD
It has been said that Virginia
44-0Id Japanese army
9- Comparative tufflx
(abbr.)
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS
literature distributed and the Sylla-, reading the Bible in our public schools Woolf's 'To the Lighthouse” ls
title
10- Dimlnutlve suffix
‘61-A province of
1
be
restored.
46-Negatlve
11-To start suddenly
Canada (abbr.,
bus generally used by the teachers.
probably the most nearly perfect
46-Part of a ship
13-Part of middle ear |64-Thst is (Lst sbbr.)
Demonstrations have been made by “That we will greatly strive to in- novel in the English language. Not
SILVER SWAN
6S0 SHEET
Mrs Ruth Walsh, Mrs Clara Emery, crease our membership.
the greatest novel, but. complete and
17c
IF YOU PREFER IMITATION
•
(Solution to previous pussls)
TOILET PAPER
ROLLS
"That we thank the officials of the
and Miss Margaret McKnight. The
right within Its designed scope. It
VANILLA FOR FLAVORING
report on Flower Mission and Relief Baptist Church of Camden for the use took a very long apprenticeship for
TRY THE NEW
THE BEST QUALITY AND THE BEST VALUE
by Mrs. Alice Kittredge. Rockland, was of this building. Mrs. Adah Mae her to assimilate the material, gain
full of human Interests, with its long Hagler for her fine address, those who the prospective, and work out the
PRUDENCE “me“ HASH
BIRD’S BRAND
list of bouquets sent out to sick and J furnished the music, the ladles who
technique for It.
shut-ins. calls and visits made, use oL prepared the delightful meals and all
• • • •
VANILLA
SMITH'S—TRY THESE FOR PEA SOUP
cars for the work, clothing made who have ln any way contributed to
Of interest to younger readers is j
SPLIT PEAS ^green* ■
. 2 pkgs 17c
and donated, literature and puzzles the success of this convention.
A trip to New York with Bobby and i
10c
Effie M. Lawrence,
distributed.
Betty.” by Lowell Thomas. It is
Lilia C. Clark.
Dinner was served by Mrs. Etta
written in a brisk and friendly man
NATION-WIDE—CRISP AND TASTY
Alice Watson.
Femald, Mrs. Jennie Cleveland. Mrs.
CC
SLICED
16 OZ
ner. and has many photographic
rlLKLto cucumber
■
■
■
■ jar 21c
The convention delegates showed illustrations, in fact, it Ls said that
Amanda Oxton, Mrs. Oeorgie Brow
nell. Mrs. Mabie Heald and Mrs Mil their confidence in the officers who the full-page photographs of New
have efficiently directed the affairs of York streets and scenes are really
dred Rhoades.
MARSHMALLOW
SPLENDID BRAND
The afternoon session opened with the county organization by re-elect superb. Send the book to people,
NO
>
04
STRING BEANS ... 2 CANS XI C
devotlonals led by Mrs. E. M. Law ing them to serve another year. here or abroad, who ask if news
FLUFF
rence. The memorial service con President. Miss Margaret Crandon; paper pictures tell the truth about
zjzrajzrazrajzjzfzratzrawzrajgjzjg
LARGE UN
ducted by Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert was corresponding secretary, Mrs Clara New York These pictures do, up to
BAKER'S—PREMIUM NO. 1
MICKIE SAYS—
very effective, delegates plactng in a Sawyer; recording secretary, Mrs. practically the minute.
19c
CHOCOLATE FOR GENERATIONS 2 CAKES
• • • •
vase stalks of flowering stocks for Elizabeth Newbert; treasurer, Mrs.
OAJCE UPON AT WE A
To doctors particular Interest
each name called. Rockland. Mrs. Hope Brewster. Miss Alena Young
BUSINESS MAM COULD WEAR
Bertha Smiley, Mrs. Francis Lang- was appointed vice president.
comes in “My Life and Work" by
A 910 SUIT AMD A RUBBERSunshine
At the evening session devotions Dr. Adolf Lorenz. It may be said
maid; Camden, Mrs. Eliza Worcester,
COLLAR, ANO PRINT HIS
Mrs. Inez Varney; Appleton, Mrs. were conducted by Rev. Louis Watson, that Horatio Alger could hardly have
own stationery with A
STALEY’S
Appleton.
The finely rendered imagined a more dazzling success
RUBBER STAMP-AND PO
Laura Waterman.
A good Business wnvioerr
musical numbers by Miss Ruth Dam- story than this life of a barefoot
Other
reports
were
presented
by
CREAM CORN
EVER. ADVERTISING IU HlS
| Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Clara ery violin, Miss Margaret Bromley Silesian peasant boy who became
CRACKERS
HOME AIEWSBAPER- - THEM
Sawyer. Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Mina 'cello, with Mrs. Elizabeth Bromley physician to the royal families of
STARCH
DAYS HA^EGONE FOREVER /
Marion Telva, noted for over a
Leach. Mrs. Jeannette Dunton and accompanist, were much enjoyed. A Europe and to the rich and poor of decade as a prima donna ot tbe
ctuApa^Ctcuty- KX'iS'-IS*
r
special music feature in the afternoon, the United States.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich.
Metropolitan Opera Company, will
2 PKGS 19c
ftr'
No one opened up the royal road be heard In her flrat broadcast In
Mrs. Rich offered a resolution to much enjoyed, was the duet by Mrs.
W
the
effect that the Knox County Currier and Stanton Oavit, accom for Dr. Lorenz. AdofTs father was some time as the featured soloist of
A I
THE REAL ALL-IN-ONE
LALvJ
dog food
■ 3 CANS 25c
a harness maker ln the little town of the Magic Key program to be heard
W.C.T.U. call upon all the churches, panied by Rev. Burleigh Sylvester.
The outstanding feature of the con Weidenau (then In Austria) and lt over an NBC Network at two o'clock
church members and church attend
CWh
Sunday afternoon, June 7th. Marion
ants to co-operate with them 100 per vention was the silver medal speaking was only after November frosts came Telva was born in St. Louis, Mis
DERBY—BLUE TEMPERED
I100K
NATION-WIDE
cent in putting over a large majority contest by five students of Thomas that the little boy had Shoes. He souri, worked through the training
5 FOr10c
BLADES de°dugbele
.
.
.
E, Oiu?
of No votes on the local option refer ton High School, under direction ot wore hls first pair of stockings when school of church and concert ac
GELATINE
endum in September that the stigma Mrs. Edith Richards. They were he set out into the world at 11 to tivities, and made her debut as solo
of being responsible for the repeal Olive Rowell, Leslie Simpson, Charles earn an education and eventually to ist in the St. Louis Symphony Or
DESSERTS
REG. 25c
«
Hof’
vote by failure to vote may not In Simpson. Olive Leach and Frank find riches and fame. The one good chestra prior to her engagement by
PIPES....................................
VALUE iTC
the Metropolitan in 1920.
(
aX FLAVORS-QUICK SETTING
this case be laid at their door. The Richards. The silver medal was stroke of fortune that attended hls
Featured also with Marlon Telva
REG. PRICE 3 Pkji 17c
resolution was adopted by the con awarded to Olive Rowell for excel childhood was that he had an uncle will be Joseph Knltzer, noted con
SHINOLA
lence in rendering the selection who was a capitular of the Benedic cert violinist; Frank Black with his
vention.
THIS SALE
PKGS 19<
Local presidents were asked to state "What Price Progress." The judges tine Monastery of St. Paul in Carin- NBC Symphony Orchestra, and nu
BOT 1QC
WHITE SHOE CLEANER .
how they were raising their quotas were Mrs. E. M, Lawrence, Rev. Louis thia, and had promised to Install the merous other outstanding bits of ra
for the Willard Centennial Fund. Watson and Mr. Payson of Camden boy as a cholr-slnger and so give dio entertalntaent
him a chance to earn his way at the
Mrs. Fernald said Camden "was go High ISchool.
Mrs. Adah Mae Hagler of Albion gymnasium. He went on, tutoring come a surgeon. And so lt goes op.
ing to do it." Mrs. Emery said Rock
land had $50 pledged and proposed to Ill., convention speaker, gave an in hls way, finally to medical school in Through all the story runs an eager
uzrajzramajzfzizfzjar JrJrJrJr-ir->r-i
raise the other half by solicitation spiring address
Vienna. He was determined to be- ness, almost a naivete,

»The finer

TEA

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

L

WANT-ADS

Sherwin-Williams

W.H. GLOVER CO.

Cheapes

jcOURKR-GAziffE CROSS-WORDPUZZLeJ

J

L

BREAKFAST
FOODS

RED BAG

L

WHITE BAG ib. 19c

.BLUE BAG lb. 17=

IVORY SALT .

DIAMOND MATCHES
JELL-O

2 13c
6 25c
3 17c

81c

28c

CREAM
LUNCH

Potato Chips

r

4

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

“Met” Star on

Air Program

Every-Other-Day

CT A D theatre
□ I Z\l\ Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, JUNE 2

“COLLEEN”
DICK POWELL, RUBY KEELER

THURSDAY. JUNE 4

“PADDY O’DAY”
JANE WITHERS and

PINKY TOMLIN
SATURDAY, JUNE 6

“ROAD GANG”
DONALD WOODS
and KAY LINAKE*
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
SPECIAL—$10 elven away each
Saturday night in three priies
This week the 3d prize is $10

65-66

WALDOBORO

Page Five
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ROCKPORT
(Mrs. Alice Bettencourt and son
Robert of Vineyard Haven, Mass , are
at the home of IMr. and Mrs. Charles
Lane, Sr., for an extended visit.
Kenneth Daucett and family have
moved from the Porter house on
Amesbury HUI to the Cynthia Went
worth house on Russell avenue. The
Porter house will be occupied by Mr.
and Mrs Mark Wadsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames of Roek
land were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury.
Miss Lillian Brann was at home
from Reading, Mass., for the week
end.
Madame Lea Luboshutz arrived
Saturday from Philadelphia to spend
the summer at her cottage on Me
chanic street.
Maynard Graffam was at home
from Milo for the holiday weekend.
Mrs. Mabel Withee, with Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Croaby of Camden
motored to Patten Friday for a week- '
end visit with Rev. and Mrs. G. Lou 1
Pressey.
The Isaac Shermans of New’ York '
wUl occupy, for the summer, the |
Steward house on Mechanic street,
which will soon be vacated by Mr. I
and Mrs. Mark Wadsworth.
• • • •

SMOKE CAMELS
Smoking Camels stimulates the flow of

UNDER THC BIQ TOP.

Watching Miss Dorothy
Herbert of Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey, you
marvel at her poise and daring. Miss Herbert says:

"I smoke all I want — eat anything I care for.
Camels make food taste better and digest easier.”

digestive fluids . . . increases alkalinity
Life sometimes pushes us so hard that wc feel too
worn-down really to enjoy eating. Hurry and mental
strain reduce the flow of thc digestive fluids.
Smoking Camels increases thc flow of digestive
fluids...alkaline digestive fluids...so vital to the enjoy
ment of food and to good digestion.
Enjoy Camels...for their cheering "lift"...for their
aid to digestion. Camels set you right!

Mrs Celia Oross and Miss Jessie
Keene were at home from Gorham
Normal School for the weekend.
Mrs. B. G. Miller and her mothei.
Mrs. Emma Spear of Portland, web*
recent visitors In Port Fairfield.
Mrs. Lettie Collamore, who ls visit
ing her sister, Mrs. Alfred Davis, will
Miss Marlon Weidman returned
Behind the Scenes in The Brown Derby—the Famous
pass the summer at her home on Saturday from Marcellus, N. Y.,
Long Island.
where she visited her uncle and aunt,
Rendezvous of the Hollywood Celebrities
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland qr» Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman for two
The ibef is putting the final touches to a Lobster Thermidor, while
moving Into the house on Depot weeks. She came via Lakewood and
within thc restaurant proper the glittering stars of Hollywood gather to
street owned by Mrs C. B Stahl.
attended the opening play Saturday. J
dine and to enjoy Camels. In the glamorous life of Hollywood, Camels
Funeral services for Charles N.
Miss Ruth Orbeton and Keith
play a major rule. The supreme mildness and flavor of their costlier
Benner. 63, who died last Tuesday in Crockett were at home from Gorham
tobaccos have made Camels an outstanding favorite. As Mr. Robert
Augusta were held at hls home Fri Normal School for the holiday recess.
II. Cobb, the man behind The Brown Derby's success and host at one
day, with Rev J. R Howes, pastor of
Clarence Collamore has returned
time or another to every great personality io Hollywood, remarks;
the (Methodist Church, officiating. home from New York where he was
"Camels are thc choice of a great majority of our patrons."
Interment was In the family lot In employed during the winter.
the Central Cemetery. Mr. Benner
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett spent
was the son of the late Edward R., the holiday as guests of Rev. and
SPRINT CHAMPION of the
STOP PRESSI Tense minutes
and Sarah C. Benner and ls survived Mrs. F. F. Fowle at Winthrop.
U.S.,Willie Honcman (right}, has
as the reporter works to beat the
by three brothers. Prof. Allen R.
Albert Young spent the holiday J
spun around thc boards against
deadline. "It’s a life of irregular
Benner of Andover, Mass., Dr. Rich with hls uncle at Locust Lodge In
thc leading sprinters of thc world.
hours and meals," says Peter
ard 6. Benner of Springfield, and Lincolnville.
"1 relish my food," he says—
Dahlen, newspaper man. "It's swell
Harold Benner of Cambridge.
Miss Agnes Young was a weekend
"smoke Camels. They help my
the way Camels make food taste
Mrs I. S Bailey of Brookline visitor at the home of her cousin,
digestion to proceed smoothly."
better and set better with me.”
Mass, ls guest of her parents. Mr Naomi Richards in Rockland.
and Mrs J. T. Gay for a few days.
Mrs. Byron Rider, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks of at the home of her son Frank Rider,
Manchester. N H.. have been visiting for several months is visiting her
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
Mr. and Mrs. George Howard
daughter. Mrs Ira Wotton In Rock
Mr. and Mrs P A Levensaler of land.
...Turkish and Domestic...than any other popular brand.
South Elliot have opened their camp
S. B Haskell of Dover-Foxcroft
at Back Cove and will pass the sum was ln town Memorial Day and call
mer there
ing on friends
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of
Samuel B. Mayes, student at the
Dorchester, Mass. are guests of Mrs. Curtis Institute of Music, Is In ii
Annie Thompson
town for six weeks and Is staying at dead. They then marched to thc
A Methodist centenary speaker at what I'm going to say ln your heads,
The evening service had for its
VINALHAVEN
Physical Drill to Aid
Mrs. James Williamson, who has the home of Mrs. Mildred Colby.
general topic. "The Good Shepard” Ohio State University began an ad you'll have thc whole thing ln a nut
Town hall where the remainder of
passed the winter ln New Jersey, has
Mr. and Mrs. H O. Heistad enter the program was carried out ln this
Millions Aim in Britain
Miss Edith Grimes of Wellesley. with a message toy the pastor on this dress to the students the other morn shell.” And he looked surprised
returned to her home here.
tained the faculty of the Rockland ord?r; Reading of the orders for the
Lopdon.—A scheme to keep mil Mass., was weekend guest of her theme; the music Including anthem ing ln this way: “Now I'm not going when a roar of laughter followed
• • • •
lions of men, women anil children 1 brother Fred and Frank Grimes.
Junior and Senior High Schools day by Caulda M. .Cain officer «f the
and other specials by the choir; the to talk very long, but If you get his unintentional slam.
“The Blur and The Gray”
well and happy h.v physical exer
Thursday night at their home on day; prayer. Rev. Z. Ancrews; Get
Mr. L. H. Bucklin was weekend music of the congregation was also
Impressive exercises were held Amesbury Hill. Picnic supper was
cise in classes costing from 5 to
guest of relatives in Freeport.
closely related to the subject. The
10 cents each ts being prepared h.v
Memorial Day with O. E. Ludwig, enjoyed with an evening of games tysburg Address by Earle Achom
Mrs. O. V. Drew returned Saturday anthem. "Savior Like a Shepard"
who
also
made
appropriate
remarks;
hundreds
of
welfare
nnd
physical
commander of the local Sons of I and music. Mr and Mrs Heistad
culture organizations throughout from Winterport.
and the old hymn. "The Ninety and
Veterans, ln charge. In the morn gave vocal solos and chorus singing flowers scattered in memory of the
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton and Nine” were sung by the choir.
Britain.
soldier
dead
by
Capt.
Ernist
M.
Tor

ing graves were decorated by detail. followed with Daniel Chick at the
RATES!
Every
village,
small
town
and
Mrs.
Helen
Chapman
of
Rockland
I. G. Calderwood was guest speaker
In tho afternoon a par ad? was formed piano. There were 25 guests present rey; flag salute and singing of
in^le ’2»-S»-3l»
city In the British Isl(S will he 1 are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smal- at a luncheon of the Ro'.ary Club
to Your hotel in BOSTON
America by audienoe-; recitations
proceeding to the bridge with the
brought within the scope of tha I ley.
0*,W.b»-4“4U
Eugene Ryan of Sailors' Snug Bnd singing of “Garlands of Flowers"
Friday
at
Hotel
Thorndike,
Rock

scheme.
Damariscotta Band furnishing music Harbor is visiting ln town.
Ml «OOM| WITH |ATR
Mrs. Anna Paulltz passed the land.
by the children: addresses by Rev.
It owes Its origin to the Cen
Herbert Johnson was marshal and
500 Roomj
Ik« «I •♦•alf '«tM
Howard Carroll was at home from Z. Andrews and Rev. G. F Currier;
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Mrs.
Wilbur
Billings
arrived
Friday
tral
Council
of
Itecreative
Physical
Girl Scouts and school children Portland to spend the weekend
Winslow.
Training, an unofficial voluntary
from Bath and ls guest of Mr. and
joined ln the procession. John W. with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter also remarks by Emma L. Torrey,
RADIO
body supported by the board of ed
Mrs. William Lawry and Mrs. Pearl Mrs. Fred Coombs.
Past Department President of the
Palmer, one of the last survlng mem Carroll.
SERVIDOR
ucation.
Calderwood returned Thursday from
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson are
National WRC. and selections by
bers of Charles Keizer Post, GAR.,
TUB ••• SHOWER
A nation-wide survey h.v thc coun a few days visit ln Rockland.
• • • •
receiving
congratulations on the
the
band.
rode in an automobile with Mrs.
cil revealed that less tlinn l.'t |ht
Miss Mercedes Calderwood of birth May 30 of a son.
MANGER
Charles Cavanaugh is on a busi- ,
cent >f lhe population took part
Ethel Ludwig at the wheel.
North Haven who has been guest of
•
•
•
•
In
physical
drill
or
games,
and
that
Following the ceremonies at the ness trip to Northern Maine.
TRI-COUNTY LEAGUE
the system of physical drill for tha Mr. tend Mrs. Langtry Smith the
Patriotic Commemoration
« NORTH STATION
Mrs Katherine Amesbury of Pasa
bridge ln honor of the deceased
unemployed urgently needed reor past week returned yesterday.
•* JTEP-/e»«#»«e TRAIN- f./.v' ROOM'
The customary Memorial Day
naval heroes, the march was con dena, Calif., arrived last week to
At Union Monday the home team ganization.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar returned
tinued to the Central Cemetery spend the summer with her sister I defeated Warren 11 to 7. The sum
Saturday from Rockland where she exercises were held here Saturday,
where services were held.
Rev. Mrs. Charles Wooster, Union street mary:
Meaaagea From Buoy*
1 visited her daughter Mrs. Merl the afternoon parade forming at
Horace M. Taylor spoke briefly; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster and Union....................... 7 2 0 0 0 2 0—111
When at the seaside, look out Hutchinson.
Memorial hall headed by World War
Rev. William Muir read Oeneral daughter Nancy of Bangor and Mr. Warren ................„ 2 0 1 3 0 0 1—7
for any buoys about and you will
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Veteran L. B. Dyer as grand marshal
Logan's orders and Mrs. Rons Crow and Mrs. Hollis Wooster of Roches- I Hits, Union 13. Warren 12; errors. notice they are of different shapes.
Boston were guests over the holiday and officer of the day. with the line
ell read Lincoln's Gettysburg ad ter. N. H.. were also guests of Mrs Union 2, Warren 6. Batteries, Aho Each shape conveys a different mes
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed.
Including the Vinalhaven Band fol
sage to the enptains of passing
dress. At the close of program the Wooster over the holiday.
and Hill; J. Spear and Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey arc receiv
ships.
Thus
when
entering
a
har

lowed by the town's only surviving
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow and , Union stopped Liberty at Liberty
band gave a concert before the home
ing congratulations on the birth May Civil War Veteran Comrade W. S.
of Dr. T. F Turner, a veteran of the Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth, who i Friday 10 to 1. Esancy struck out 15 bor a captain knows he must keep
conical buoys on the starboard, or 29 of a son John Robert.
Vinal. Commander of Lafayette
Civil War who ls confined to hls with parties from Rockland spent the ; of Liberty's men The summary:
right-hand side, of hls ship and
Mr. and Mrs Harold Marston of Carver Post and the widows of Civil
weekend
on
a
fishing
trip
at
Crooked
home by Illness.
Union ..................... 2 3 2 0 0 2 1—10 those shaped like toffee tins on the SJpringfleld, Mass., were guests ctf
War Veterans ln ears, Spanish War
River tn Washington County, re Liberty .......... -....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—1 port, or opposite, side. A spherical
Mrs Marston’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Veterans, World War Veterans,
turned home Sunday.
buoy
Is
used
to
mark
the
presence
Legal Notice
Hits, Union 13, Liberty 3; errors
W. S. Vinal over the holiday.
Oettysburg Camp S. of V., Sons of
Mrs. Agnes Upham of Quincy, Union 2, Liberty 8 Batteries, Esancy of a hank or othPr shallow water.—
LEGAL NOTICE
Mrs. Wendall Smith. Mrs. Carol the American Legion. Boy Scouts.
Tearson's Weekly.
Whereas Retd R Pterion of 8t Oeorge Mass., is visiting friends and rela and Hilt; J. Cram and Sherman.
; Gregory and Mrs. Albert Carver re- Girls Scouts and school children.
In the County of Knox and State of tives In town for a few weeks.
Maine, by hla mortgage deed dated
' i turned Friday from Lewiston where
The line marched first to Carver’s
Mrs. Flora Pushaw ot Pownal, Mrs.
January IS. 1934. and recorded In Knox
’ they attended the Grand Lodge of
County Registry of Deeds. Book 235
Cemetery to decorate the graves of
Page 490. conveyed to Home Owners Florence Young of Camden. Mrs.
: the O ES
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly Eliza Hall and Frank Waltz of Rock
departed comrades, then to the
established under the laws of the United
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Bos waterfront to scatter flowers on the
States of America, and having Its office land were guests Sunday of Mrs.
ton was a visitor the holiday at the
and principal place of business ln Wash Alberta Young.
water in memory of the naval com
ington. D O.:
home of her aunt Mrs Minnie Smith.
the following described real estate,
rades under the direction of World
Mrs. Oeneva Fuller was a recent
situated ln St. Oeorge In the County
Miss Barbara Brown returned Frl- War Veteran Joseph Headley, then
JOHN
caller at Earl Young's home on >
of Knox and State of Maine:
' day from Andover, Mass.
A certain lot or parcel of land to
to Soldiers Monument there to dec
Richards HUI.
gether with the buildings thereon,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young and
situated In aald St. Oeorge. and
orate In memory of those who ncvei
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Sylves
Mrs Nellle Young arc at Crocketts
bounded and described as follows, to
returned, then to thc O.AR. Hall to
ter of Wollaston, Mass., visited her
wit: Beginning at the aoutheast
■ River for the summer months.
corner bound of school houre lot at
break ranks. At 6 a column formed
mother,
Mrs.
Josephine
BoSndell,
a tree on the westerly side of the
Mrs. Phillip Johnson returned at Memorial hall, Vlnalhaven Band
YOU MAY QUOTE ME—
lane leading from the Main town
over the weekend.
Friday from Rockland.
road to the old William Henderson
and World War Veterans marching
Congratulations are extended Mr.
For thc children’s party
house; thence southerly by said lane
Leon Hopkins of Boston and to Soldiers Monument and there per
ten (10) rods and five (5) links to
and
Mrs.
Frederic
K.
Leach
of
New
...that
hasty
luncheon
a stake and stones at the north
Charles Hopkins of Augusta were forming the service of retreat.
east comer bound of Nancy J. Hart's
York on the birth May 28 of a son
...that evening snack
weekend guests ln town.
land: thence south seventy-seven
At 7:30 a Memorial service was
in Worcester. Mass.
degrees, forty-five minutes west bv
...that motor picnic
Frank Thomas and Mora Whitney held at the hall ln this manner:
the northern line of said Nancy J.
• • • •
Hart, twenty-three (23) rods to
passed thc weekend with Mr Prayer by 'Rev. N. F. Atwood; read
Cain Spread is excell
Ripley's Creek, so-called: thence
SYLVIA WINTERS
Honoring Nation's Soldiers
j Thomas's mother,
Mrs. Carrie ing of general orders by World War
northerly by said creek about ten
ent. I know, because I
Director Pure Food Inrtitute
(10) rods and five (5) links to the
Thomas.
Due to frequent showers Memorial
southwest corner bound of said
use it in my own home.
Veteran L. B. Dyer; Lincoln's Get
achool house lot; thence north
At Union Church Sunday the tysburg Address by James Barton;
Day, the exercises as scheduled were
seventy-nine degrees east by said
I opening hymn was "True Hearted
school house lot. twenty-two (22)
necessarily changed and instead of
address by L. B. Dyer; singing by the
rods to said lane and place of be
[ Whole Hearted" and this thought
taking
place
at
Amesbury
HUI
ceme

ginning.
school children directed by Gertrude
The above described premises are all
was the central theme of thc pastor's Vinal; selections by the Vinalhaven
tery they were held at Town hall.
and the same which were conveyed
! message. The anthem by thc choir Band directed by Joseph Kittredge;
to the said Reid R Pierson by Henry
The line of march was formed at
Giles, by warranty deed dated
I was •’Lend On O Light Of Faith.' selection by male quartette. "Tenting
Grand .Army hall headed toy the
October 11, 1898. recorded in Knox
County Registry of Deeds In Book
Mrs. Gertrude Sellars was the soloist. On The Old Camp Grounds" directed
Camden-Rockport
School
Band.
116. Page 7A
This Instrument Includes all heat
Clarence Fish, leader. Then came
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO by' World War Veteran Harry L.
ing. plumbing and lighting fixtures
members of the Fred A. Norwood
Service to Vlnalhaven, North llaven,
and equipment now or hereafter at
Coombs. This service was attended
Stonlncton, Isle au llaut, Swan'i
tached to or used In connection with
WRC.
with
Elizabeth
Lane,
Eliza

Island
and
Frenrhhoro
by the patriotic orders ln body.
the real estate herein described
Andrews, Dorothy
Bums
Effective Oet. 1. 1935
And whereas, the conditions of said beth
MASTERMIXT
mortgage have been broken; now. there
Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
fore. by reason ot the breach of the Roberta Holbrook, Helena Upham
MAYONNAISE7
I (Subject to Change Wltnout Notice)
conditions thereof the said Home Own and Lois Burns as color bearers, Sons
Eastern Standard Time
ers' Loan Corporation, owner of said
Read Up
Read Down
mortgage, by Edgar F. Corliss, Its at of Union Veterans and the school
CAIN SPREAD7
A M
P M.
torney duly authorized, hereby claims a chUdren.
Ar. 600
5.30 Lv. Swan'a Island,
foreclosure of said mortgage
Ar.
4 40
8 30 Lv. 8tonlngton.
MASTERMIXT
Dated this fifteenth day of Mav 1936
From the hall the line proceeded
Ar. 3 30
7.30 Lv. North Haven.
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORP
Ar. 2 43
to the iron bridge where exercises
8.15 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
By Edgar F. Corliss.
SALAD DRESSING”
Ly. 130
’30 AT. Rockland.
Its Attorney were held in memory of the sailor
,
OO-T-66

CAIN

CAINS

Every-Other-Day
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SAVE MONEY!
NEW LOW TRAIN
FARES SAVE YOU

WHAT ®ARCA1NS!
I'Vk CO LOTS Of

44y2/ ON THE

by TftWM
from now on*/

1 PLACES

1

$1

AN AMAZING REDUCTION

OF NEARLY 50%

Travel By Train Now
gu A»o*"u

Costs Much LessThan

folks! h°n’

Any Other Way

$AV1NC fAttl

tVlBYWHlRC

COMPARE!
IOW FARES to

New En.ihna Pointe

r

I

CIT A

~

Timetable

*T Any
|
RAILROAD STATION «

IA few fares—Others on reque t)
From ROCKLAND. ME
To
Was Is Now
Augusta. Me
53 24 81 K0
Bangor. Me
5 92 3 30
Boston Mas-.
6 96 3.90
Dover. N H.
4 65 2 60
Fastport. Me.
10 72 6 00
Fabyan N H
6 21 3 50
Greenfield Mars
10 77 6 05
Haverhill. Mass
5 89 3 30
. Lvnn. Mass
6 53 3 65
Manchester. N. H.
a 18 3 45
1 Newburyport. Mass
5 61 3 15
O.d Orchard Beach Me
3 44 1 S5
Portland Me
3 04 1 70
Pc-t-nouth. N H.
4 90 2 75
Springfield. Ma s
10 50 5 90

BIG

SAVINGS
to Distant Pointe

A Few Sample Savings
From ROCKLAND ME
To
Was Is
Albany. N Y
$14 10
Chicago Ill
43 49
New York City N Y 15 22
Philadelphia. Pa
1937
bt. Louts. Mo.
50 42
San Francl-co. Calif 77 99
Washington. D C.
2428

Now
$7 85
24 20
8 50
1120
23 05
68 55
13 90

THOMASTON

** ~

In Everybody’s Column i ?

: Medford Mass., today to resume h'.s .
UNION
! studies at Tufts College, after spendAdvertisements in this column not to
The Inmates of the Maine State Ing several days with hls parents. Mr
The child health conference will be ixceed
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents,
three times for SO cents. Addi
Prison observd thc holiday by nav- j and Mrs William T. Smith.
held Thursday in the Methodist ves tional lines
five centa each for one time
1 lng an outdoor Field Day. In a base- ’ Ernest Doyle returned to Gorham try. There will be another toxoid 10 cents for three times. Six words
ball game between thc Prison team Sunday to resume his studies at the clinic held there June 11 for thc con make a line.
and Belfast locals, thc former won State Normal School, after a week- venience of these who were unable to
4-2. Among the other sports events end passed with Mr. and Mrs. A. P. attend in May.
were jumping 50 and 100-yard dash. Chapman.
The Ladies' Aid will hold a social
an old man s dash, and a pie eating
Miss Lena Cormier, R N„ of South
meeting
this evening. Tuesday, at 7 30 <
contest.
Portland, and Harry Morse, of Portat
the
home
of Mrs. Sarah Chapman.
pair brown kid gloves lost Monday
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur W Strong of land *ere hollda>' »evkend guests of
in Strand Theatre. MRS BASIL STIN
411 members are invited.
hls
Mr.
Morse's
father.
Oeorge
Morse,
at
65-67
SON.
28 Masonic St . Tel. 889
Rockland/ accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowles of
NAVY blue leather bag. amber handle,
mothcr, Mrs. Wilbur P Strong, of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
South Windham were weekend guests lost ln city, containing cosmetics, no
I this town, motored Sunday to Water J. Anzalone.
money
Peward Return to CourlerMrs.
William
H.
Squires
of
Meriden,
J
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton.
Oazette.
6P6I
ville where they were guests of an
jjj. aRd ,4rs Edward Mathews were LADV8 yellow gold Waltham wrtet
other son. Walter Strong, who is a Miss Elizabeth Strout of New Haven.
,
1 watch, cither on Cedar street or ln
student at Colby College, and also the ,ind ^cr nicce Miss Betty Forbes. 02 joined by Mr. and Mrs -irv.11
J | Achorn cemetery Return to 18 Sim
66*tf
latter Mrs Strong's parents. Mr. and Ambler. Penn, a student at Mow.’ Mathews of Calais to spend thc holl mons street. Rockland
were overnight .days and weekend at Swan Lake.
------------------------. Holyoke College, su.
L.^^r^^Ma^n m^Fmder nie»e
Mrs
Walter Warren.
.
. guests Saturaay at the home of Mr.
RIea“
Mrs Maurice Sullivan and daugh,_u_
____ Mr. and Mrs. Howard Deane were
Virginia eoan Tei. 77-w
88-87
, and Mrs. John Hewett, enroute to [
ter. Mbs Jane Sullivan, of East Bos>h
apent Sunday with ?«ent gttesU of relatives In Castine
NOTICE la hereby given of the loss of
, ton. Mass were weekend guest* of
£
|
k of M(ss
H?a;d w,u take deport book number 4000 and the owner
relatives
ot said book asks for duplicate ln acMiss
Ve Ellen
snrt Sullivan.
Wr. Kenneth Cm-shell I
F Dfl"9' aCCOm',!‘n‘(‘d
I ”“rt ln the Camden rWltol tO be h<fU I State""Lw '^KURITy''raUBT CO*

~ ’

Pajlw mALL

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

returned to their home on Main13utkeRj Qract 8t.. City.
tf I education, phone, present employment.
BOARDERS wanted, country home
®nd reference*
street Friday after a ten weeks Eu- : Mrs. Zena Nelson returned Sunday
near seashore, beautiful sunset*, home j ENO IN8T Care Courler-Oazette 64*66
from Hartland.
ropean trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. McDonald
61*71 ' tion. lew than $50. also lawn mower.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs JOYC Atlantic Me
wi — 138 Camden Si Tel 1214-M_______ 63-tf
Dr. Arthur A. Kent who is rcgls- | Philip Morine were Miss Dorothy Mo
.
W
FOUR week's old plga for aale also
tered at the Knox Hotel comes here rine and friend, both of Portland.
Raspberry plants 3c each Tel 321-W
397
Old County Rd . F. A. KIMBALL
from Paris, where he has been prac
♦
The Masonic assembly will be held
53-tf
ticing dentistry for the past two
♦
GREEN fitted hard wood for eal« —
at the Town hall Thursday night
7$ also 5 H P Bull Dog engine with hoist
years.
Hostesses include Mr and Mrs M. C
YOI’NO Cottage of 8 rooms for aale. ing winch and drum We repair refrigera
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grtndle,
tor! Now la the time to get them In
Stephenson. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Also camp, on shore at Spruce Head shape.
Call 792. Havener's Ice Co., tor
daughter Priscilla and sons John and
about 2 acres CLARA McKENNEY 56
53-tf
David, were guests of Mrs. Grindle s J.ecnard. Ray Thurston, and Mr. and] Anthoine st. south Portland. Me 65*70 _ ____
SIX
cottage
lots
or
one
large
lot
for
Mrs.
Alfred
Hawes.
aunts, Mrs. Mary Berg and Miss
1 sale, east of little old house on Main ; It '
Miss Ruth Barker andMiss Elsie st. at Crescent Beach: alto lot south I
Alice Oliver over the holiday and
-c n-.ii.-4—I of Dr Newman cottage JENNIE C
*
weekend.
Carter, bo.h of Portland, were
week- ttbbetts. copper Kettle66-66
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock, a stu .end gueatJ of the former's parents.
j FURNISHED cottage at Elmore. Maine ! 8t**************g|
,___, , .
Adulta only. From July 15. to Aug 30 ; LAD1BB- Reliable hair foods at Rock
dent at Bates College spent the
The Vacat.on B.biC School to be Ttn minutes Walk from the scakhore land
Hair Btore. 24 Elm Bt. Mall orders
weekend with her parents. Mr. and ,teia
held at
at tne
the .vtetnoaisi
Methodist viiurcu
Church will ' |>lirtl{
An ideal
forBtthe
F ,r | solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tai. 519-J.
.ularea$>ot
apply
7 ruright
j,on party thl
_________________________________
53-tf
Mrs. Earl F Woodcock
.-.pen July 25 under the leadership o! I ctty or mrs jennie GILE3 Tenants
Harbor, Maine
ss-aa
65*68 I NOTICE to whom It may concern this
Miss Ada Killeran. R. N. and her Miss Avis Sherman.
Is to certify that I wlll pay no bills
sister. Miss Elizabeth Killeran and
*L.3rP-Rl
«“» a***
contracted by
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Peck and chil
"tan*
1 »»-eIf. O K RHODES. SR . Boa 145.
James Sleeper, who came to attend
Mater, plenty oi »&na for g*rdcn Fire nz>rk»v»rt Mp inn* i iq*ix
wood for the cutting. Short distance rcickport. Me , June 1. 1936______ 66*68
the Fhillips-Killeran wedding re dren of Rockville. Conn., are visitors fiom Rockledge Inn Call Rockland, ALL persons are forbidden to trespass
/it
the
home
ol
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
793-W after 4 p m . or write "Cottage, "i or pick berries on my farm In South
turned 8unday to Portland.
care The Courier-Gazette
60-tf' Thomaston. E RUSSELL
66*68
__ _____
Mrs. Frederick Randlett and
sons. JIawcs.
COTTAGE to let for season. 6 rooms ' PARK Bea Orlll to let. completely
srnph
prank and Richard oj
Milton,
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Ste phenton and furnished, modern Improvements
____ with furnished,
_ _
610 a week V' _
F BTUDLEY.
'LET.
&nd
j0,in Newcombe of Atlantic. Mr. ar.d Mrs. John Tewksbury
ei-tt
Tel IIM’or 283 Malo street.
I Crescent Beach. Owls Head Tel 425-2. ' CAMBRIDOE TAILORING CO. cusCamden
passed
the
weekend
at
tK"'
Mass. returned home Sunday after
tom made suits, overooata $18 to $50.
Wlll call at your home or office. 400
being guests of Mrs Randlett's par- .Dwinal cottage at Seven Tree Pond.
samples to select from. A perfre: fit
ents. Mr and Mrs. Alden G Merri
guaranteed Tel. 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE
Granue Rt
51*53-tf
2
field. for several days.
I I Orange St Rorkland.
HOPE
USED
stoves
of
all
kinds
bought
and
Mr. and Mrs. William Sharpe of
♦ sold. C E OROTTON. 138 Camden Bt.
Tel 1214-M_______________________61-tf
East Hartford. Conn., were weekend | Mr. and Mrs. John Wlteon have
SEVEN-room house for rent about
LAWN movers sharpened—called for
visitors at the home of Mrs. Sharpe'-, arrived at thelr cottage on Hobbs
June 15. all modern 279 Broadway, and delivered Prompt service. CRIB
brother Guy K. Lermond and Mrs Pond for the summer.
WALLACE E SPEAR. Waldoboro. Me. HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
RFD 1_________________________ 62*67 _________________________________ 45-tf
I Lermond
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Trlue spent a
TO be vacant June 15. house, all
POULTRY wanted I. POU8T. 138
Miss Mabelle Brown of Exeter. N. weekend ln Vinalhaven recently.
modern. Including oil burner; with Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
garage
large
corner
lot
Cor
Broadway
—sss
I H. passed the holiday and weekend
Mrs. Cordelia Bartlett arrived from and Llmerock St.. $35 month V F
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs Massachusetts last Thursday to spend STUDLEY. C83 Main St. Tel. 1154 or320 I
R
♦
| John Brown.
a few weeks at her summer home _________________________________ 6C-tf j
I
MODERN house. 7 rooms 239 Broad
Mrs. J. U. Teague and son Lendall here.
way. two samites Available at once I
4
Miss Alberta Parker, and Corey York
R
Ralph Brown of West Newton. Apply L W BENNER or G B BUT1JH
Rock’.and._______ ______ ______
65-68
FOR SALE at once. Josephine C Collaall of North Weymouth. Mass, were Mass, spent the weekend at hls cot
APARTMENT to let mod-rn In everv more property. Main Bt.. Rockport.
holiday weekend guests of Rev. ar.d tage
way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel Write box 385. Tel 468 Rockland 64-66
68-tfSIX-room
I
_ __________________________________
hou-e for sale, bargain If
Mrs H S. Kilborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy at
EIOHT-room house with garage to let 1 »ol<l immediately; lights, flush closet.
tended the Parkard-Heald wedding at 355 Broadway. D G. CUMMINGS Inquire 14 Washington street before 5
Mr and Mrs John Donohue and Thursday evening in Camden.
66-68 p m MR3 SIDNEY A FARRINGTON
Tel. 9C3-W
_________________________________ 66*68
daughter Shirley of Springvale, and
flat to let. with garage.
R E Ludwig was In Bangor recent 18 FIVE-room
SEA shore property for sale at North
Ma
o
nlc
stre
et.
Tel
299-W
66
-tf
Mr. and Mrs Carol L. Libby of Ells ly on business.
Brooklln. Me , good location for over
FOUR-room first floor tenement to night cabins, located on Blue HUI bay
worth, visited the weekend with Miss
Hope Grange will hold a meeting let at 24 James Bt. No children MU' D H BURNS Olen Cove_________ 66*68
JOHN CONARY
66* It
Katherine Donohue.
June 8. Supper will be sered at 6
STOCK and Poultry Farm for sale.
THREE-room second floor furnished chMnce for 6 000; blueberries On black
Miss Helen Killeran. whose mar standard.
apartment to lev Middle-aged tenants roart 4,a mlle, from R(x?kland oeorge
riage to George N. Phillips of Rock
L SIDES Rockville
Miss Eleanor Weaver and Walter preferred. 82 Llmerock St
MM8
land was solemnized Saturday was Rennie of Waltham. Mass, spent the
FIVE-room tenement to let, all
MODERN seven room house gad
furnished,
all
modern,
hot
water
heat.
garage.
Lot
63x30
feet.
Excellent
locaguest of honor at a miscellaneous weekend with her aunt. Mrs. YllUan Rent reu-cnable FLOYD SHAW. 47 No
,, tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 1M-R
Main street.
shower given the previous evening by I ^cj^"er"
05-U for Information
47*tf
_
.
. SEVEN-room house and garage tn let.
Mrs. Margaret A. Lakeman. at her
The barn on the Bills place has in Rockville. Tel 352-3 w Robbins
STATE OF MAINE
Knox street home, when she was been razed and a garage ls being 1
64,98 Knox. ca.
presented many lovely gifts. Earth
THREE furnished rooms to let for
Su
Buperlor Court In Equity
erected ln its stead.
light hou-e-keeplng with private bath
E C 6ck W L. Hopkins
quake bridge was also played mJ
63-tf
VI
Mr and Mrs A. P Allen attend- Apply 65 North Main 31
Inc . doing business as
prizes were awarded Mrs. J. Russell,
TowJsend c,ub
FURNISHED eecond floor apartment , H H. Stover.
Stover
Feed
Mfg Co.
Davis. Mrs. Bowdoln L. Grafton and meetlng hpld
Llnco!n. to let at 14 Mavonlc St___________ 65*67 | Petition for Creditors to prove claim
APART^TENT
to
let
completely
re

and
order
thereon
Mrs. Karl Stetson, all of this town
...
vllle.
decorated with bath, heater, garage and
RespectfuUy represents Jerome C.
Other guests were; Mrs George W.
____________
garden space. 12 Knox St , Tel 156-W.
Burrows and Thomas C Ingraham. Re
59-tf
ceivers
ln the above entitled cause, and
Phillips. Mrs. Lawrence Leach. Miss
FIVE room apartment to let. All , ask that ..this Honorable
....Court fix
JEFFERSON
Louise Harrington and Miss Maerice ,
modern; also two room kitchenette. In ,
,OT th,*; Proof of claims against
BARTER
BLOCK
CALL
Clt-W
or
1017-J
“
S
1
'*
corporation
and
that all creditors
Blackington. of Rockland. Miss Ada i
61-66 I
d corporation be required within
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts returned
raid time to present thelr claims for
Killeran. of Portland. Mrs. Wallace
SEVEN room house to let modern Im adjudication and that all claims not so
A. Feyler of Boston, who Is visiting home Friday from Camden. N. J.
provements $16 a month. V. F. STUDLEY pier.etited shall be forever barred.
Mrs.
John
Shrader.
Mrs.
Jennie
Tel.
—
330
56-tf
Dated at Rorkland. Maine May 23.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus A. i
HOUSE to let, modern, centrally lo 1536
Morse, Mrs Ronald Messer. Mrs Tibbetts. Miss Isabelle V. Choate.
JEROME O BURROWS
cated; also 3-room furnished apartment,
THOMAS C INGRAHAM.
Alexander Donaldson. Mrs. Warrer. Kdith Choate and Richard Choate heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
Receivers.
street
MRS
FROST.
Tel
318-W
53-tf
O. Feyler, Miss Clara Spear. Miss I vW*d Memorial Day ln Rockland
STATE OF MAINE
•
TWO apartments to let at corner of
Gladys Doherty and Miss Ruth Kll- and Tenants Harbor,
Union and Grove Bte. MRS LEOLA ' I^nox. E8.
Superior
Court
In
Equity
43-tf
leran, of this town. The late lunch
Trinity Union meets next Sunday ROSE. 100 Union St.
Upon the foregoing petition. It is
! Ordered:
included a bride's oakc which waa with the West Washington Church i
That thc creditors of H H Stover.
at 10 standard, picnic lunch to be I
Inc. doing business as Stover Feed Mfg..
cut and served by the bride-to-be.
Go
be ar.d they hereby are required to
Members of Arcana Lodge, K P. served at noon. Interesting speakers I
pre-ent thelr claims against said cor
poration supported by affidavit and to
and Mayflower Temple. P. 3.. arc to I have been secured,
fUe thc same wtth the Receivers on or
entertain the members of George ’ ———
before the fifteenth day of October.
1936. and that all claims not so preRiver Lodge, and Crescent Temple of
| tented shall be forever barred, and that
Warren, Wednesday night at a getdn or before five days after said date
tho Receivers and all other parties intogether. Supper will ba served at
j terested may file assent to such claims
For a Hey i Start on
as are correct, and objections to any
6 30 by Mrs. Dora Maxey. Mrs. Etta
which should not be allowed; that the
Warm Weather
Benner. Mrs. Ada Chadwick and Mrs.
Court may thereafter make decree allow
ing
or disallowing the claims filed.
Mary Henry. The meeting of Ar
Said Receivers shall mall a copy of
GABF:2LL£N
cana Lodge will be held and later in
this petition with a copy of this order
thereon to all known creditors and
the evening a mock trial will be
pvbllrh an abstract thereof once a week
PERMANENT
for three successive weeks ln the
held. Those participating will be:
Courier-Gazette, the last publication to
You ran search high and low and
Judge, Fred II. Fernald; clerk cf
ill be nt least four months before said
you won't find a lovelier Perma
fifteenth day of October. 1936
Courts. Stanley R Cushing; prose
A true copy: Attest:
nent Wave than our GABRIEL
cuting attorney, Fred S. Maxey; de
(HERBERT T POWERS.
EEN.
Justice of Superior Court.
fense attorneys, Jesse Mills and Her
MILTON M GRIFFIN
Clerk.
bert Thomas of Wnrren; sheriff. An
66-T-72
son B. Piyor; prisoner, Levi S. Cope
land; State witnesses from Arcana
WE BUY
Lodge. Hollis H. Gilchrest. Clarence
Benner. Oliver Hahn. Maynard E.
Helen R. Eurns, Prop.
Wentworth and Maurice E. Lindsey:
3C8 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
TEL. C96
defence fitnesses from Georges
JEWELER
Wit
River Lodge; jury from the four
376 MAIN ST,
BOCKLAND
lodges. Dancing wlll follow.

Summer Cottages

t

sssaswar |

MISCELLANEOUS

T0 LET

REAL ESTATE

jOR

cure for one of motoring's worst
evils went on sale at Gulf dealers!
For every Gulf NO-NOX ETHYL
pump now dispenses a new gasoline
that is truly knockproof! This gas
silences all that annoying “ping” in
your motor—a sure sign of wasted
power and harmful shocks. It kills
every knock before it is born. For this
new gas—the finest there is—has
been stepped up to a new high in
anti-knock rating!

<

I
f
M***<*^>****<w«**w»*M
OOOD dark loam for aaie. lor nower
gardens and lawns Delivered Tel 23-W.
WII.I.IAM ANDERSON. West Meadow
Bdad______________________
05-68
TOY dogs for sale MH-S GOLDIE A.
McAULIFFE, 42 Fulton street, Tel 960-R
64-66
NEW milch cow, 5 years old with calf,
for sale W P BARRETT. Tel. Lincoln
ville 11-3. Union, Me
65*67
HOT Point elettrtc $tove for sale,
first clacs condition. Tel. Camden 3237
65*68
LATHAM Raspberry plants for sale;
also tomato, early cabbage, cauliflower
and other seedlings. Tel. 1214-W.
CHARLES E WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
61-tf
241, ft.. open boat with motor for
sale; also 14 ft runabout with V wind
shield S J AMES. Apuleton
66*66
HATTIE Jones place In Martinsville
for sale. 6 rooms, electric lights. Apply
on premises. PERLEY JONES
64*66
GLENWOOD range for sale, gas coal
and wood, with coll, fine condition.
MRS PHOEBE HARMON. 27# Broadway
68*66
MOWING machine for sale, also hay
rake, parlor organ, other things, MAE
Mr ana Mrs Ren.tctn campDeu | (rjfnds from Gardiner and Auburn. 1 next Tuesday.
Rockland. Maine, ension otis. Re l.nTLE._Warren. 2?’"2^___________66-68
63-T-69
'C34 Pontiac 8 standard coupe low
and children. Gloria and Oordon. of went niday l0 Moosehead Lake for, Mr anJ Mrs MiIes Jones Mr and celver.
mileage, like new. Tel. 2440. Camden
Fortland. spent Memorial Da> with sevcrai dlJ.s- fisting trip Mrs. Dan.: M
C1 ... vk-Farlard Miss Mar65-68
Jamei and JOhn are VlS‘l- i -t nXL and San HUls enEXTRA nice cauliflower plants for
sale 25c doa. $1 50 per 100 Early cabbage
Campbell, of Dead Riter, who is jng her parcnU judge and Mr , d .. >,o!,d .. weekend on a flshCopenhagen 20c doa.. 61 per 100 Beet
| visiting her daughter and son-in-law j JajnM A
in Auburn mean. ! *cyLd
plants 10c doa. 50c per 100 Cucumbers
rr.j
trip
at
Lily
Bay,
Oreenvllle.
plants 25c doa E. A DEAN. Tel. 671-.'
Mr and Mrs. Oscar H Crie. at their ' t)me
6S--8
A reception for Mr. and Mrs. B. F ' painter wmted to give contract
■ home on Beechwoods street.
Mrs. Grace H. Leeper and sons
I price on painting house
home und barn
ham on I FITTED dry slab wood for sale. $8
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Callahan ana ; Robert and
alTlved hcre Jcnc.7 ln observance of their 53th wed- Main Bt.. Warren. Labor only.. Tel 28-2. ' cor<L fitted hard w«.d. »8 cord, dellvWa’-reh Me
64-66 'red.. Also pigs ROBERT ESANCY.
1 daughters. Mary and Ellen, and Mrs . Irom New york clty pYidnv and art ,tln8 anniversary wlll be held at Seven
7 I Liberty, Tel Washington 12-23
64*66
wanted to peel pulpwood
J. R Sullivan returned to Dorches- gufits 0( her mother Mrs. George V. 1 Tree Orange hall next Tuesday from H WOODSMEN
FOUR or five show cases for sale, high
M LAURILLA. Cushing
66-68
quality mahogany, plate glass, very low
ter.
Mass Sunday
hollfor rX
the «,U
mmer «5£e
Mrs Leeper
8 to 10- Relatives and friends arc
WOMAN with girl 12 wants house- price BENTER
---------- CRANE —CO
-----64-66
day weekend
guests after
of Mrsbeing
James
E Hanlvjust
”
(ram Invited.
keeper position with elderly gentleman , —- - - . - ----------------- ;--------------------- P O Box 793. Rorkland.
66-68 1 THIRTY-foor cruiser for saie: equipped
with marine motor, price $250 Address
1 Fe>'ler
! Columbia University In adult educaMiss Helen Grinnell of Portland ha?
JUNK of all descriptions wanted. Apt 1. 501 Main Bt . Rockland Tel
prices paid. Tel 916 COMMON- I 325-W
Mrs. Walter J. Henry, who has tion and library science.
66-68
been visiting her parents, Mr. and hlunc-t
WEALTH JUNK CO . Corner Rankin and
; been visiting her mother. Mrs John
SECOND hand rtoves snd ranges
Leland Sts.. Rockland
65*67
• • • •
j Mrs. H. L. Grinnell.
bought and sold. H P SHANNON. 12
A McCoy, for the past week, and Mi
WOMAN wanted for general house- Grace St. City.
66*68
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E Watts and
Oucsts Saturday of Mr and Mrs wurk 1088 HOUSE Park street
65-tf
Henry, who joined her for the week
1935
G
M
C
I
>i
ton
truck
with
special
clarence Leonard
Leonard were
were Mr.
MIDDLE-AOED
end. returned Monday to Winchester. daughter Miss Barbara Watts, re- , Clarence
Mr nnd
and Mrs.
Mr
middle
-aged man w.nt^ good refrigerator body for aale P. O Box 792.
63-tf
Mass They were accompanied by, ,"ne L* Tt?
a
■
. IUlph °ray “nd ,am“y °f QUinCr small wages, permanent place
Work Rockland
AUTOMOBIIX trailer for aale Price
Ui« a„„„ rinnnh.m ,,-ho
a^*r
holiday Weekend guests Ol Sia,5
i mostly chores References exchanged.
$15 R S JORDAN 6 Kelley Une 66-lt
Miss Anna Donohue, who was return- Mrs Watts sister. Mrs Joseuhlne
E chapman. Lake view Farm.
Jtwepninc W
w
mM B
an<J ENobleboro
M.u
ing to Boston, after spending the
____________________________________
I will Interview Ambitious Men who
Stone, at her home on Cross street.
.
,
.0
BY experienced dome-tie and cook. 27 I *'»ht to qualify during spare time to
holiday and weekend at hcr old They were accompanied by Mrs 1 dauShter Ann °f Porlland ipfnl thJ year*
aervlce.
repair, and Install all make* of
old a position Call 543-R 66-68
Electric Refrigerators and Air Cond Ihome.
Stone, who will visit them for a week *eekrnd with Mr and Mrs F E
POSITION aa chef or omer rook want- tic nlng Syalema. No experience neceaeU. Beat of refercucea. HORACE PERRY. | iiry’ " Write for detail? living age.

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Benner, son
Winfield, and daughter Leatrice cf
.
Brunswick, spent the holiday and
weekend with Mrs. Benner's mother
Children under 12 half fare
Mrs. Edward O. Weston. They were
Children under 5 free
accompanied here by
Malcolm
Telephone or call at any Maine
Central R R. Stations for other
Creighton, a student at Bowdoln Col
rates and lnfotmatlon.
lege. who was the guest of hls grand
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS SAVED BY TRAIN USERS
mother.
Mrs. Herbert R Linnell
Wherever you go — on a vaca , Central railroad station. Find
meantime.
tion, shopping, visiting, or on a out now mucn you can save
Edward Killeran was a weekend
business trip—it will pay you traveling by train.
to ask at the railroad station
guest of hls grandmother. Mrs. Carrie
about these very, very low fares. Fires in Pullman Cart Alto Reduced
Young, at her home tn North Cush
You actually save 44%c on the
ing.
Pullman fares are only slightly
dollar.
The annual election of officers will
These new low fares are good higher than the new low coach
be held at the meeting of the Par
at all times, on the Streamlined fares.
Flying Yankee as well as on all Free time tables will be given
ent-Teacher Association at the High
regular coaches, deluxe coaches, you at any Maine Central
School auditorium Thursday at 7.30.
and air-conditioned coaches on railroad station.
Mrs. Leon Walker, who has been
this and all connecting railroads. No waiting—no traffic jams—
visiting Mrs Levi Turner, for several
We have listed a few of the new no crowding when you take the
days, has returned to Portland.
fares here. All other fares are train. You go and return in
The stated meeting of Orient Lodge
Just as low. Go to your Maine comfort and in perfect safety.
FAM. will be held in Masonic hall
being a patient in Mayo's Memorial Richard Rising. Marion Van Horn. [ tonight at 7 30.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Hospital. Dover-Foxcroft. for several! John Mortin. Wiliam Johnson. Nel- i Mr and Mrs William W Gilchrest,
weeks. Her conditions ls much lm- son Wheatonfl Oakley Smlthfl Cllf- i daughter. Miss Barbara, and son.
Mrs. Ella Kast of Harrisburg. P?m proved but she remains confined to ton Watson. Edward Withee and ] Wllllam^retumed ^home from North
Is at her summer home here.
bed
Prances Joyce Prayer was by Dea- Haven Monday after being holiday
Freeman Staples suffered severe j James Mou]den of stoningtop con Warren Staples and presentation weekend guest* of another daughter
injuries recently, when he fell from pa££ed the homUday at his former aI diplomas by E. A Smalley.
KIrs George Bragdon and Mr. Braga loaded cart and one of the wheeis home here
Wa coltah of Massachusetts! d°n
passed over his leg
Graduation exercises for thl is spending the summer with Mrs I Willis J. Spear and family have rei moved to Hathorne's Point, ln CushMrs Grace Johnson who has been Grammar Schools were held Wednis- Essie Joyce,
in Portland during the fall and win- day jn Qdd Allows hall Class colors
Rev. Jack Bryden of Massachu- jwhere they wlll spend the sum.
ter. ls at her home in Atlantic
were orchid and yellow; class motto, setts ls supplying the Baptist and;mcr at thelr cottage
Leila Stockbridge is at home after [“Up and Up.” The graduates were: Methodist Churches for the summer I William T. Smith, Jr. returned to

AT > A. M. THIS MORNING, a sure

W
I

Today’s high compression motors
demand such a fuel. Every knock is
a cry for it. And Gulf is ahead of (his
demand with a fuel so knockproof
it will even silence knocks in the
highcst-comprcssion airplane en
gine—an engine extremely suscep
tible to knocking.

Give Gulf No-Nox Ethyl a trial.
You'll get added power, pick-up and
—nnrra knock. Costs no more than
other Ethyl fuels. Get it at the Sign
of thc Orange Disc.

Peter Pan Beauty
Shoppe

OLD GOLD

Every-Other-Day
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^Society

Members of the local Speech Read
ers’ Club present at the American
Hard of Hearing Conference held in
BCston last week included Mrs. Free
man F. Brown, Mrs. Frank Hewett
Miss Annie Frye and Miss Helen
PUller.

Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland was
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Ring of Bath
I were Memorial Day visitors with Mr. in the city for the Memorial holiday
and Mrs. George Carter. Lake avenue period.

Hon. Fred Burkett and Mrs. Bur
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Norton spent
the holiday weekend with relatives in kett were Sunday guests of Mr. and I
Mrs. C. I. Burrows, motoring from.'
Steuben and Addison.
Union through the apple blossoms J
News has been received here of the and spring verdure.
death of Mrs. Frederick Hufnagel in
CONSUL BUFFUM COMING
Cards received from Mrs. Hugh A
Mt. Vernon. N. Y., after a short illness
Baum
and Miss Adelaide Snow report
Rorkland Boy To Greet Old Friends with pneumonia. Th? deceased was a a marvelous motor journey about
granddaughter of the late Dion E.
California.
Word comes this morning that Woolley.
David H. (Buffum. TJ. S Consul et
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Emerson, Jack
Mrs. S. A. Gould of Wellesley Hills
Leipzig. Oermany. sails tonight from
Burrows and daughter, Mrs. Florenc
Hamburg on vacation leave, which will I ls occupying her cottage at Pleasant Hassen of Reading, Mass., were holi
i>e spent with his family and among1 Beach.
day guests of friends in this city.
old friends in his former Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Winslow and
home; Mrs Buflum coming to Join
Mrs. C. Blair Lciter of Boston visit
Mrs John iL. Thomas were in Bangor ed hcr father, Arthur McCurdy, at his
her husband a month later.
Sunday. Dame Fortune did not smile home on Pleasant street over the
(Mr. and Mrs. Louts Millet, Miss on Fred's fishing attempts.
holiday.
Phyllis Watson and Raymond Wat
Mr and Mrs A. E Putney of Wol
Miss Helen M. Strout spent the
son of Rockland were In Boston over
the holiday. Reluming home Miss laston, Mass., were guests at The weekend at Millbridge where she was
guest of her great-grandfather and
Watson and Mr Watson visited! Thorndike during the weekend.
other relatives. She had as guest
relatives ln Watertown. Mass.
Mrs. Edward O. Wheaton and Miss Miss Hattie Heath.
Mr and Mrs Walter Connon had ■ Mildred Gillette of Lexington. Mass.,
Col. Charles Robinson and Miss
as weekend guests Elonora Fedder- J are at thelr Crescent Beach cottage
Alberta Robinson of Portland were
sen, Dorothy Ulmer. Robert Ulmer,* for two weeks.
iast week's guests at thc Grove street
*
—
Nelson Waters and Ralph Blackinghome
of the H. A. Buflums.
There
will
be
a
Wednesday
.after

ton, all of Everett, Mass
noon card party at GAR. hall with
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester
Mr. and Mrs. E F Glover and Mr. Anderson Camp Auxiliary as hostess
and Mrs. M. E. Wotton spent the and Mrs. Nellie Achorn acting as and son Harlan with Mrs. Frederica
Tibbetts and daughter Cynthia, visi
holiday weekend at Parts Hill.
chairman.
ted thca sister. Mrs. Ruth Bunker,
Mr and Mrs Edgar Smith of East
Mrs. Jennie Giles of Elmore who at Cranberey Isle, over the holiday.
Bridgewater, Mass. Arthur 8mith, has been visltlr.g her daughter. Mrs
Paul Halligan celebrated his seventh
Misses Carrie Smith and Effie Smith Mt'ton Elwell, in this city, has re
birthday Friday by entertaining sev
bf Millen passed the holiday week turned home.
eral young friends from 3.30 to 530
end with friends ln the city.
Among Interesting social events ln at his home on Limerock street. First
Mrs. Stanton Swett of Dedham. Portland last week was the coffee prize in the peanut hunt went to
Mass, visited her mother Mrs. given Thursday by Mrs. A. J. Hus "Donnie” Marchand to Carol Ann
Martha Koster over the weekend. ton and Miss Alberta Robinson, both Wolcott for pinning the tall on the
Mrs Raster having been confined to well known In Rockland.
The denkey. Refreshments were served
her home several weeks by Illness.
charming affair was given in Mrs from a gaily decorated table, and in
Huston's home on Neal street and cluding two birthday cakes, ice cream,
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe
complimented Mrs. Martin E. Brig gnd many other goodies. Next came
spending the weekend at thelr sum
ham of Philadelphia and her guest. Mickey Mouse target practice, fol
mer home at Round Pond had as
Mrs. Charles Monday, of Pennsyl lowed by the Pail of Marbles game
guests their son, John, and hls
vania. and Mrs. William P. Steele of At the finish Joyce Halligan and
fiancee. Miss Carol Leatherbee. of
Madison, N. J., summer residents at Petrie Wood were awarded prizes,
Boston.
having the same score. Paul's guests
Sebago.
Included “Billy" Wood, Oreta Nelson.
John J. Padbury. formerly witli
Beverly Fickett. Petrie Wood, Joann
Mrs.
John
Pray
is
a
surgical
pa

the Livingston Manufacturing Com
Edwards, Cynthia Tibbetts, Joyce Hal
tient
at
Knox
Hospital.
Mrs.
Myra
pany was in the city Saturday.
Carman of Deer Isle is caring for her ligan, "Jimmie" Halligan, Arlene Ed
wards, Carol Ann Wolcott, Richard
Adah Mae Hagler of Albion, III.. daughter Erlene.
Center, "Donnie” Marsh, ‘Teddy"
National W.C.T.U. lecturer, was
Mr and Mrs. L. E. Blackington Sylvester and Harland Sylvester.
house guest of Mrs. E. M Lawrence
while speaking in Knox County. spent the weekend as guests of rela
Mrs. Hagler's son is pastor of the tives in Jonesport.
church which Mr and Mrs Lawrence
Mrs. Hazel Atwood and son Burr
attended In Miami. Fla.
Atwood of (Bucksport were in Rock
Mrs Oeorge Oould and son Robert. land over the weekend visiting friends.
Mrs. Maude Oould. Mrs. Lou Ingra
SOfi Club enjoyed a house party
ham and Miss Carr of Portland were
Sunday guests of Miss Lotta 6Minner over the holiday weekend at Owl's
Head, the members attending being |
South Main street.
Misses Lois Jacobs. Shirley Grant,
Mrs. Frank Berry was made happy! Alice Clancy, Orace Clancy, Nellie
this week by an air mail letter from Teel, Irma Mather and Ethel Phil
Major Cobum Berry who is stationed brook. Miss Margaret Stevens and
at Balboa, Panama, bringing the good Miss Marguerite deRochemont were
news that he and his family will spend chaperones.
the month of August wtth hls mother
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McAuliffe and
in Rockland.
daughter Marguerite of Winthrop.
Mr. and Mrs. W M Little have Mass., and Randall Brennan of Lynn.
been on a fishing trip to Moosehead. Mass., spent the holiday and weekend
making thelr headquarters at “Camp visiting friends and relatives in Rock
Caribou" at Ogontx and Joining land.
there a party of friends from Law
rence. Mass.
The annual meeting of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine will be
Mis. W. W. Graves of Malden, held June 0-10 in Lewiston. The
Mass., arrived Saturday for a week's Garden Club of thc Woman's Liter
visit with hcr sister Miss Anne ary Union of Androscoggin County
Blackington. Mr. Graves who accom will be hostess to the visiting dele
panied her, left for hls home Sunday. gates and members and the WL.U.
clubhouse will be headquarters. A
Junior Harmony Club met Thurs feature of the two-day sessions will
day evening with the counselor. There be a tour of gardens, followed by a
was a short business meeting. Vic dinner with speakers and entertain
toria Anastasio acting as president. ment.
It was voted to give "An Hour of
Music” to be followed by a scavenger
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton were
hunt and social hour In place of the down Boothbay way in their yacht
usual open meeting. The next meet over the holiday.
ing ls called for Thursday at 6:30
June 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson ar.d
-on Richard of Bath spent Memorial
The annual meeting of Delphian Day with their aunt, Miss Sarah
Society held with Mrs. Ruth Elling Sanson.
wood at her Crawford Lake cottage
was an all day session. At the morning
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner. Mrs
meeting Mrs. Carrie Palmer as leader 6herman Eaton. Mias Louise McCon
had for her subject The Structure nell. Miss yvonne Gervais and James
and Naturc of Poetry," Topics as Orover were in Waterville Thursday.
signed were "Descriptive Poems by MLss Gervais remained for the week
Shelley,” "Tlie Stanza." "illustrative end to visit relatives.
Stanzas." "Rhythm ’ Rhyme and
Blank ( Verse,” “The poetry of Miss Mina E. Tower and Miss
Thomas Hardy.” Luncheon was Janet Tapley were hostesses to the
served at thc noon hour. Mrs. Maud teachers of High and Junior High
Smith leader for the aftefnoort had Schools, their husbands and wives,
for her subject "Yeats and some Thursday night at the Rockport
Modem American Poets.” Topics home of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad.
given; "Work of William Eutler Picnic supper was followed by an
Yeats," "Whitman's Poetry,” “Robin evening of games and music. Present
son and Frost.” "Sanburg and Mas- were Prin. and Mrs. Joseph IE. Blnistris,” and “American Lyricists." A dell, (Miss Janet Stahl, Miss Margaret
general discussion followed and of Hellier, iMr. and Mrs. Joseph Robin
ficers were elected for the coming son, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chick, (Mr.
year: President, Mrs. Helen Fales; and Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers, Mr. and
vice president, Mrs. Carrie Palmer; Mrs. Harold Libby Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Beulah S. T. Constantine, Miss Dorothy
Allen. The Society Adjourned for Parker, Miss Margaret Stevens. Miss
deRochemont,
Miss
thc summer months, the regular1 Marguerite
meetings to be resumed the first Relief Nichols, Miss Ida Hughes. Miss
Mary Haskell, Miss Mary Bird. Miss
Thursday tn October.
Tower, Miss Tapley, Mr. and Mrs.
Milk Fund Ball at Oakland Park, Heistad, and Mrs. Richard Tonseth
of Reading, Mass.
June 16, Eenefit P.T.A.
65-71

“So you are out ot work and want
help? What’s your trade?"
“I'm a painter mister.”
“Painter eh? Well, now. my car
needs painting. What would you
charge to do that job?"
"Two dollars an hour.’’
"Two dollars an hour? Why I
wouldn't pay Michelangelo two
dollars an hour in times like these!"
"Well, mister, I don't know this
Michelangelo, but if he paints cars
at less than two dollars an hour he
don’t belong to the union."
For Air Mail correspondence you
will want a box of Rytex Feather
printed Stationery. This is an extra
light sheet of paper printed with
your name ana address to match the
colored printed lining in the enve
lope. The price is only $1.50 a box
for 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes,
including thc printing See samples
at The Courier-Gazette office. Post
age 10 cents.

Aflanfic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

*49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges arc available in
Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf
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WITH STARS OF TOMORROW

“STARS OF TOMORROW”
in

“Kidnite Follies Of 1936” Wil! Be Presented
Friday Night By EHse Allen Corner Pupils

KIDNsTE FOLLIES OF 1936
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Ellse Allen Corner, Rockland danc I 60 pupils will be a high ligh# as will
ing teacher will present about 100 of j also “The Woman who lived in a
her pupils in recital at Park Theatre 'shoe’’ featuring baby dancers.
This recital is to be the most strik
Friday at 8 in all types oi dances in ing and elaborate ever presented by
cluding toe. tap. acrobatic, ballet and Mrs. Corner in Rockland. Special
ballroom in solo and ensemble woik. scenery and costumes have been ob
A ballet ‘'Evening by the Sea" with tained with a cost of over $700.

C. W1NNIFRED COUGHLIN .... Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
Yesterday the twig v;as brown and bare:
To-day the glint of green ts there
To-morrow wlll be leaflets spare;
I know no thing so wondrous fair
No miracle to stangely rare.
I wonder what wlll next be there!
—L. H. Bailey

presented by
Elise Allen Corner School of tbe Dance

FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 5
8.00 o’clock

PARK THEATRE

• • • •
Bargains In Culture.
R:crcation, education, and infor
mation for five cents a month.
As inexpensive as coco cola. Cost
WILL BE OPENED TUESDAY, JUNE 2
ing Ices then a package of cigarettes.
Supper Will Be Served From 5.3(1 TO 7.00 O'clock
TOMATO SOUP
Yet a singb nickle is all that it i
CRACKERS
PICKLES
costs the average Rockland taxpayer
CHICKEN PIE, FAMILY STYLE
MASHED POTATOES
GREEN PEAS
to enjoy thc use of 16.679 books and [
HOT ROLLS
CRANBERRY JELLY
periodicals, reading rooms, reference,
FRUIT PUDDING, WHIPPED CREAM
services, reading guidance for indi
CAKE
COFFEE
05 ( ENTS PER PLATE
viduals or groups, school libraries for |
06*lt
hls children, and various other servi
ces a public library renders to the
community. A worthwhile though
meager Investment don’t you think? I
....
The Pulitzer Awards for the year [
WEDNESDAY,JUNE 3
have been chosen. We have at the '
COLBY WHITE MULES
library "Honey ln thc Horn" by D. 1
SATURDAY, JUNE 6
L. Davis which was chosen for the
ELLEN
SMITH ORCHESTRA
novel. This had already been chosen
LADIES
25c; MEN 35e
as the Harper Prize Novel. It is a
66'lt
story of Oregon ln the home-stead
ing period at the beginning of the
century. The real Interest of the American widow’ who goes to Paris
A VISIT TO BATH
books lies in the many types of to stabilize her life by a happy mar
——
character, and wide range of country riage.
Rubinstein Club’s Program
and in the picture of a restles.-;,
New books on order are: “Private
PROGRAM
crude and lusty civilization.
for Les Camarades MusiDuty"
by Baldwin; “Beyond Sing the
"Strange Holiness” by Robert P.
"DANCE AS A THING OF BEAUTY WILL LAST FOREVER”
caux Much Admired
i Tristram Coffin was chosen as tho Woods” by Gulbranssen; "Green
I
Lion"
by
Hackett;
’
There
’
s
Only
best collection of poetry. It is a
, "A Bath Music Lover,” writes:
BALLET
I book of lyrics translating warm One" by Kerr; "Weather in the
Streets" by Lehmann; "Sparkcn- Tlie Rubinstein Club of Rockland
memories of a Maine boyhood.
“Evening By The Sea”
gave a most versatile and demanding
The best history award went to broke" by Morgan; "What Shall We
Sea Foam ............. Jeannette Gardner. Margaret Valenta, Georgia Jackson,
program before Les Camarades MusiSteer
By?
”
by
Patrick:
"The
Doctor"
Prof. Andrew C. McLaughlin for his
•
Virginia Mi!L. Virginia Chapman. Lorraine Carry
by
Rinehart;
'(Mother
of
the
Bride"
caux of Eath last Thursday before a
“Constitutional History of the United
by Roseman; “Fair Warning" by | hall filled with cultured music lovers.
_ ____ ____
___ ______ _____ ________
______________ Sonia Comer States."
Sea Wave (toe) _________
.............. _........ —
_..........................................
Nadine Fuller
Cloud ........... _.._...................................
.............................
"Idiot's Delight" by Robert Sher Eberhart; "Feather Cloak Murder" Tlie entire program was a mo6t fin
..... „.............._______
......................
.... ........ Constance Ross
Sunset................. —-------------......................
..............
wood
won thc award for the best by Teilhet; “Third Act in Venice" by ished one, every note and phrase
. .............. ________............................ ............ Lorraine Hall
Night <toe> ............................................................................
...... ........................
...............................
Firefly (toe)
...... ............................
...................... ................ Priscilla Clarke play. The award would have un Thompson.
j conveying Just what it should to the
doubtedly gone to "Winterset" by
Stars................. Arlene Cross. Darlene Watts. Charlene Allen, Elaine Allen.
delighted audience. The solo work
«
Dale Messer. Joan Maxey. Emily Smith. Joan Pettee, Hazel Maxwell Andersen had he not won
was at all times inspiring and of in
Ray, Betty Jane Bickford. Jocelyn Bowen, Jo Ann Edwards. the award in 1933 for "Both Your
dividual
charm—thc dramatic style
Houses.
’
'
The
writer
recently
had
Moon (toe) ............................................. I............................................ Elaine Hall
the pleasure of seeing this fine
of Mrs. Gardiner contrasting with
................................................. Barbara Newbert
Moonlight (Toe Adagio)
the rich and moving tones of Mrs.
assisted by Earl Corner theater performance.
High on a hill near the Swiss
Storer's fine contralto and Mrs.
............. Margaret Johnsen, Gloria Mills, Barbara Kennedy.
Group
Lillian Johnson, Anita Malmstrom, Eleanor Tracy, Maxine border, a deserted Italian winter re
Frost's splendid mezzo voice.
Oliver. Francis Fuller, Melzine McCaslin, Eloise Law. Helen sort suddenly fills with guests, pas
The diction of each was perfect,
Ingerson, Barbara Brewer, Dorothy Fogg, Lucille Hupper, sengers from the trains that are
WE ARE NOW
any
one being able to understand
Ruth McMahon.
stopped, one after the other at the
STATE DISTRIBUTORS OF
*......................... Virginia Lee Manning frontier because of thc threat of
clearly
thc text of the songs. Mrs.
Tap-a-Bit...............
TIIE FAMOUS . . .
_...:...... ..... .'............... i....... Jackie Passon.- International war. The scene of the
Tap Sir . ..................
Ames was a most clever delineator of
SILVER
.................................... Mary Ann Parson Little Miss Pep
tier child characters and roused the
CROWN
.... . .......... ............ . ............ Lillian Durelle play, designed by Lee Simonson, is
Buck Rogers' Style
..... . ............. ................. Norma Ramsdell the cocktail room of the hotel, whose
Tip-Toe-Tap ...........
i
audience
to many laughs. Mrs. SanDiesel and Gas Engines
....................Jennie and Lucy Thompson walls of battleship gray and chrom
Dice Tap..............__
j born's piano work was outstanding
Priscilla Clarke, Ruth Robinson. Leona ium are broken by a high, straight
AND TIIE
Bit O' Scotch
revealing a keen application of her
Flanders, Constance Ross. Carolyn Webster. Barbara Newbert. stairway and by two great windows
I numbers and a remarkably "singing
SUPERIOR
“In Teeny-Weeny-Ville." The Woman Who Lived In a Shoe
which look down upon a military air
bass" effect. Miss Luce charmed all
And Her Dancing Kiddies
DIESEL ENGINES
port in thc snow-covered valley and
with her artistry and interpretation
The Old Woman ............................ ................... -...... -.................. Sonia Corner
Song and Dance.....................................................Beverly Cogan, Ronald Lord out over snow-covered mountains to
For Full Details, Prices, Speci i shone in her solos and obligato. Both
these ladies played compositions of
The Little Army......-.............................. -............ Ralph Stone. Jackie Passons. thc lands of four separate nations.
fications, Etc., Write or Call
Wayne Drinkwater, Donald Gardner French For twenty-four watchful, nervous
thelr own, revealing rare ability. Mrs.
............................ Audrey Butler. Virginia Ltce Manning, hours, a mixed party watt here to
SARGENT, LORD & [ Berry presided at the piano with an
Dimpled Dollies
Melisande Jones. Grace Thompson gether on the ragged edge of peace
easy dignity and sympathetic support,
CO.
admirable at all times.
Thc
situation
ln
Idiot
’
s
Delight
ls
Tceny-Ville Policeman ..................................?—.............................. Ronald lord
, PORTLAND, MAINE
Thc crowning achievement came
Frills Si Bows....................... ............. ........................................... Jocelyn Bowen both familiar to the theater and to
64-6J
when Miss Lotte McLaughlin, the
Demure Miss (toel .......................................................................... Gloria Studley life. It ts as commonplace as every
Fluffv Ruffles ................................................................................. Darleen Watt day existence in an upside down and
prima donna, a guest of honor that
Dainty Taps .................................................................. .................... Arlene Cross
evening, most graciously gave of her
tormented
world.
What
makes
lt
Tinkle Taps ..................................................................................... Barbara Fuller
glorious voice in a splendid rendition
drama is Sherwood at his best, in hls
Let's Dance and Sing............... Arlene Cross. Darleen Watts, Charlene Allen. dialogue and characterization, what
of Liszt's “Llebcstraum" with violin
Today and Wednesday
Elaine Allen, Dale Mesjer, Joan Pettee, Hazel Ray, Joan
and
piano accompaniment. Her full
Maxey. Emily Smith. Betty Jcne Bickford, Jocelyn Bowen, Alfred Lunt and lynn Fontannc at
round tones held her hearers en
their
broadest
and
deepest,
ln
the
Jo Ann Edwards.
thralled as they climbetk into the
Ldi remission
swift range from comedy across thc
with
heights of "soprano land." and
whole scale of human emotions, do to
PAl'L MUNI.
brought forth such hearty applause
the moment and to thc people in
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
that she gave a delightful encore acvolved in lt.
'
componying
herself, and leaving a
II
• • • •
I beautiful high note to die away in
THURSDAY
At the annual American Library
Novelty Militaire................... Sonia Corner. Lillian Johnson, Ruth McMahon.
absolute silence. Bath will never forGloria Mills. Margaret Johnson, Bafbara Kennedy, assisted Association meeting held earlier in
' get hcr or thc Rubinstein Club and
by Ronald Lord. Drums.
thc month at Richmond. Va .“Caddie
j Thursday's concert will be a treas
Hi-Hat Strut ............................ _................. —.................. ............ Audrey Butler Woodlawn" by Carol Ryrie Brink
ured memory among thc music lovers
Going Hollywood ..................................................................... Jeannette Gardner was awarded the John Newbury
cf the Shipping City.”
Steppln' High ................................................................................. Gloria Studley
LOOK
WHAT
Getting That Swing ............................................................... Margaret Parsons Medal as the most distinguished con
Thc evening program preceded by
THE STOTK
Girls of the Golden West........................... Anita Malmstrom, Eleanor Tracy, tribution to American literature for
a sumptuous banquet was given in
Maxine Oliver, Frances Fuller. Mclzine McCaslin, Eloise children In 1935. It Is thc story of
two parts:
BROUGHTI
Law, Helen Ingerson. Barbara Brewer, Dorothy Fogg, Lucille a lively little pioneer who lived on
Part I
Hupper.
the Wisconsin frontier in Civil War
A boby for them!
Violin-Prelude and Etude,
Nice & Snappy.................................................................................. Nadine Fuller days, and is at the library eager to be
Cecil Burleigh
A bundle of fun
Mira Bertha Luce
Playing Show....................................................... Dorothy and Pauline Havener
read.
’
Mrs
Sanborn
at
piano)
Toe Tap
....................................................................................... Mary Egan
Contralto—lal Dedication,
Schumann
• • • •
for you!
Spanish As You Like It............................................................. Barbara Murray
t 'I The Rose Enslaves the NlghtFrom time to time and from far
l Inca.e.
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Winsome .......................................................... . ..... -..................... Beverly Cogo i
<e> The Hills of Home.
Fox
Tapping Tlie Scales............................. Priscilla Clarke. Ruth Robinson, Leona and wide, we hear many favorable
Mrs Lydia Tracy storer
(Mrs Faith Berry acc.)
Flanders, Constance Ross. Carolyn Webster. Jennie and comments on the enjoyment of this
.Musical Readings—(a) The Gypsy Trail.
Lucy Thompson, Barbara Newbert.
column. Word wns received the other
.. .
Gallaway
(b) up from Somerset. Sanderson
Rhythm Rules .................................................................................. Ruth Starrett day that a number of them had
(c)
Tony
on
the
Phone.
Sayer
Tapita ....................................................................
PriscillaBrazier
Mrs Beula Ames
Tap Specialty ................................................................................. Florence Molloy found jflace on the bulletin board of
(Mrs Berry at piano)
the School of Library Science at
Soprano- Was I not a Blade of Grass
Russian Jubilee
upon the Plain.
Tchalkowsky
Columbia University in showing an
Mrs Daml? Gardner
Murionettc's Romance
(Mis Sanborn acc.)
example
of
what
can
be
done
in
the
....... Lorraine Kali
Soldier ......
Plano—Ballade In G Minor.
Chopin
Mrs Ruth Sanborn
............ Elaine Ilall way of bringing the library and
Katinka ....
(encore)
—
Waltz.
Monna-Zucca
Elise Allen Corner public nearer together. This has
Mother .......
Part n
........... Earl Corner been thc aim of these chatty, in
Father .......
Contralto—(al Sheep and Lambs, Homer
Russian Tap.......................................... Jeannette Gardner. Margaret Valenta. formal columns.
lb) Selection from Perslon Garden,
• • » •
Georgia Jackson, Virginia Mills, Virginia Chapman, Lor
Lehmann
(c) Love's Sorrow,
Shelley
raine Carry.
Recent books arc:
Mrs Nettle Bird Frost
.................... Margaret Johnson
(Mrs Berry at piano)
Tanya .................. ........
"Arctic Adventure" by Peter FreuReading—(a) Thc Annual Protest.
Sonia Corner and Ronald Lord chen. The story of hts own life
Sonia and Sergei........
Peyche
........................ Norina Ramsdeil
I Tatiana ( toe) ...............
(bl Fair Warning.
Peace
•(c) A Home Run.
Smith
....Lucy and Jennie Thompson spent deep within thc Arctic Circle
Polly-Wolly-Doodle.....
Mrs Beula Ames
4 FOX
.......................... Leona Flanders ls set dramatically against thc back
1 Speedifeet .....................
(Mrs Berry acc.)
................................. Mary Egan ground of the lives and customs and
: VaLsette (toe) .............
Sopraro—(a) The Answer.
Terry
(b)
Clouds.
Charles
.........................
Barbara
Murray
Snappy Rhythm .........
personalities of the author's adopted
(c)
Your
Birthday.
Ware
.......................... RuthRobinson people. Acclaimed as one of the best
! A Style All Her Own ..
(d) 'ihe Uttle Rove ln Dust.
............................ Lorraine Hah
i Tapping on Toe ........
Ruth 3anbom
Mrs Damle Oardner
Carolyn Denhv books to come out of the Arctic in
' Tlie Silver Swan (toe)
(Mrs Sanborn acc.)
Hoop Acrobatic .......................................................................... Baibara Newbert recent years.
JANE DARWELL
Violin—(a) Canyonetta,
Tchalkowsky
L.
Waltz................................................... Elise Allen Corner and Alfred Chapman
"Trail Driver” by Zane Grey.
(bi Frasqulta. Lcliar (Arranged by
Krelaler)
Finale ............................. -............................................ ,..... -............ Entire 3chocl
Zane Grey at his best.
(c) Koboldtanz.
Eberhardt
Presentation of ccrtiflcatcs for Perfoct Attendance.
(Miss Bertha Luce
“To tlie Mountain” by Bradford
(Mrs
Sanbcrn
at
piano)
Gold Pins for three years’ attendance to Carolyn Denny, Mary Ann, and Smith. The setting is modern Japan
Encore—Petite Berceuae.
Margaret Parsons.
Bertha Luoe
in conflict between the old and the
Contralto
—(al The Crying of Water
Gold Pin for four years’ attendance to Alfred Chapman.
Campbell-Tipton
new. a story of a 'beautiful love.
.
Phone 892
Co) My Love Is a Muleteer.
“The Thinking Reed" by Rebecca
DI Noytrs
MAT. 2. EVE 6:45 A 8:45
(c) Mammy's U1 Baby. Burleigh
West. A novel filled with keen
CONT SAT. 2 to 10.30
Mrs Lydia Storer
(Mrs Berry at piano)
Introspection.
Thc storv of an,

NARRAGAftSETT HOTEL DINING ROOM

BREEZEMERE

BOAT
OWNERS
BUDA &

Stotyf [ou;s Pasteur
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SHIRLEY DEAHE
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WAKE UP YOUR

ROCKLAND HONORED ITS DEAD
In Spite Of Rain the Exercises Were Held On
Schedule—Dr. Lowe’s Address

LIVER BILEW.tbnut Ctl«nd-Ari TnII Jimp Out tl Bed in
the Mtrniai Kirin' It Gt

A FORCEFUL MESSAGE
Brought By Adah Mae Hag
ler, National W. C. T. U.
Lecturer and Organizer

|V~
Bv RODNEY E riVLFP
W'>Z)pl,
‘S^'COMMISMONEC — SEA — SWORE FISHERIEST

4V

‘ zJz

'?l\U

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays ln the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel aour.
aunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifta. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause, lt
takes those good, old Carter's Littls Liver
Pills to get theae two pounds of bile flowing
freely snd make you feel "up and up '. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely Ask for Car,er's Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26c.

Mrs. Adah Mae Hagler, national
W C. X U. organizer delighted Knox
The Interesting fact that the per tinued. "We have the boats, the gear
County audiences with thrilling mes capita consumption of fish and shell and plenty of experienced fishermen
Rain marred the Memorial Day bor; from the St. Lawrence River to
sage and charming personality. It
fish ln America ls but 13.3 pounds available. Distribution (< the ln- I
parade ln this city, but did not pre the Gulf of Mexico.
was hard to realize from her youthannually, or four ounces per person creased quantity would be easily
The Grand Army of the Republic
| ful appearance that she was the ,
vent any feature of lt. and the exer
per week, was revealed by Rodney taken care of. Maine, being nearer
saved the Union. Our great task in
mother of Rev. Hagler, pastor of thc J
cises on the Grand Army ptemisas these later days of its stupendous)
E. Feyler, Commissioner of Bea and the great North Atlantic fishing
Methodist Church ln Miami. Fla . at- 1
were carried out according to the wealth and power is to preserve and !
I tended by Mr. and Mrs E M. Law Shore Fisheries, as he sent out a pica grounds is the logical fishing capttol
of the North. It would mean greatly 1
schedule already published ln tills perpetuate the Union they saved in j
rence Mrs. Hagler during her 3tay for the people of Maine to get solidly
paper. In the course of the parade. 1865 As a people do we sense and I
build up a super collectlveist state in Knox County spoke at the County I behind the "Eat More Maine Fish Increased payrolls and greater pros
which was exceedingly well handled fully realize our responsibility?
Is I jn tHelr government that will carry convention Thursday evening ln j Products" campaign that hls De perity for the entire State."
Letters and telegrams from all over
by Chief Marshal E R Veazie nnd our patriotism equal to the service all of thclr burdens for them They Camden, at the High School assem partment has launched in an effort
hls aides, flowers were strewn on the we must render? Grave perils con- 1 drop their grip on thetr own boot- bly in Rockland Friday morning and to re-build and re-vltallze this Im the State are being received dally by
water at the Perry wharf, and Ralph front us. Economic, social and straps They surrender the stamina In Thomaston High School ln the portant Industry. "No Industry ln the Mr. Feyler congratulating him on his
Ulmer Camp of Spanish War Vet- political evils are eating away at the Of their own backbone They forfeit afternoon. Sunday morning at a ! United States particularly one as efforts to build up the Industry and
erans held their customary services heart of our national life, with the the stalwart independence of their union church service ln Warren, and old as ours, has before it the pos making pledges to support the move
at Lafayette Square.
deadly poison of a cancer. Can we, forefathers and admonish us that to at the evenitig service of the First sibility of expansion that confronts ment. Schools, clubs and civic
This year only two Civil War vet- will we preserve and perpetuate the lump our troubles end problems to- Baptist Church in Rockland
Her the commercial fisheries." he stated. organizations are planning special
crans appeared in the parade—Allen Union that was saved for us. ln the gether and transfer them to a mythl- message was in part:
If that 4-ounce weekly serving was ; "fish" programs and the Department
Kelley. 93. and Capt. H R. Huntley hour of its new and greater peril? | cal, all pervasive, all powerful stare,
•The giuestion is often asked: Is built up to an 8-ounce serving, or offices are being besieged with re
89
Or. will we allow the giant octopus. that will, by some hocuspocus pro- the WiGT.U holding its own these but two four once meals a week, the quests for Information and statistics.
Albert W. Thomas, commander of of greed, selfishness -and crime to , cedure. work them all out to the corn- days and we can tell them 'yes’ anti fish business would be doubled, he
Work is now being completed on
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union Vet- wind Its ugly tentacles around the pietc satisfaction of everybody con- going forward. Paid memberships pointed out. Almost twice as much a series of pamphlets describing the
erans presided over the exercises at Unicn and crush out Its life? That Is cerned.
are coming into National ln lots ol 1 would flow through the chnanels of various phases of the Industry, the
Grand Army hall, where Gen. Lo- ibe serious question before the oeoI am not indicting any particular hundreds and even a thousand at a distribution and twice as much products and the methods of
gan's orders were read by Kenneth Ple °fibis liberty loving nation today, class of our citizens. I am Indicting time. Twenty-five days after Repeal money would be made. "Maine peo harvesting and marketing A pam
Moran and Lincoln's Gettysburg ad•• . .
this suicidal policy of so many of went Into effect, the W.C.T.U ple can de their share by pledging phlet on deep sea fishing has been
dress was read by Oordon Richard- j
Thc future of this government of our people to walk on crutches they' launched a new program of alcohol
themselves to eat Just one extra completed.
No binful ol Anthracite was ever
son. both being done ln a mannerthe people, for the people and by thc ( hope to get from a super collectlveist ’ scientific education. A program so
It Is planned to have an “Eat
known to explode.
meal of fish products a week this
that evoked much admirationpeople, ls ln the hands of the
people ! state lr. their government
I up to the minute ln scientific facts .
summer and ln a short time they will More Fish Week" In August when
AUTOMATIC HEAT
The memorial address was deliv- They are thc custodians of Its basic
Our easy going advocates of a su-1 lt can be presented to medical assosee greatly increased activity ln the special bargains, contest and other
ered by Rev Dr John Smith Lowe law They are the guardians of th; per-collectlveist State proceed upon ciations. health clinics, universities
WITH ANTHRACITE
stunts will be staged to help educate
industry," he said.
of the Universalist Church, who gave Constitution. They and they alone the assumption that they can go on colleges and schools. Yet large as
K«p>
sleeping rooms at the even tempera
“This extra work could be carried the people of Maine to the value of
an admirable and forceful talk on have tbe power to preserve and per- forever taking, taking money and this Is. we are not majoring ln sclture thet is good lor tiny tots.
"their great potential but sadly de
on
without
taxing
our
present
facili

"Prcserving the Union, Hc said in petuate this country as the land of service from their government that rntiflc education, but in splrttual
clining industry.”
part:
the free and the home of the brave thetr own self-reliance and industry education Prayer is the source of ties to any great extent," he con
Our government will never rise above have not put Into the government, power. The W.C.TU. was born In
Dr. Lowe's Address
the level of the moral qualities of its It cannot be done It never has oten prayer and has been carried on ln in her Jjeart lf she is to go forward newspaper show that in recent elec
Chiefly, the occasion of this hour citizens, expressed ln public action . bone It never will be done here in prayer We may be short on Il This grand old State of Maine has tions 500 cities and towns voted bone
ls one whose purpose is to remind us that Is alert, vigorous and patriotic. America This all pervasive, all pow- nances, but always long on prayer, had great fellowship in the cause of dry. Prohibition ls on its way; lt Is
ROCKLAND
TEL 487
that we have Inherited the union tt cur government will always sink to erful super state to which our cltl-, and today in spite of the unlimited temperance The eyes of the world coming back The trouble with pro 519 MAIN STREET
these United States Undlminished. the level of these qualities Amend »ns are tempted to go for a solution finances of our opponents, wc are long looked to her for example and hibition was that after we won lt we
unbroken, the Union is our proud, and expand our Constitution to meet of all ot thclr social and economic still the largest woman's organization inspiration as she led the vanguard elected officers who failed to enforce
our happy, our fortunatepossession the exigencies and demands of a new problems, is a myth and a legend, ln theworld. It
ls the thirst for ut prohibitory law. And they are vet lt, for prohibition Is 1 percent law
becauseLincoln and theGrand Army day in this great industrial era. we It simply does not exist. It never gold thatIs behind
the thirst tor watching to see what you are going and 99 percent enforcement. No '.aw ' of the liquor traffic, for the drink
The Courier-Oazette is showing
of the Republic, saved lt from dis- will and we should permit that Con- has existed. It cannot be brought liquor. In all the liquor crowd's to do Sept. 14 when you have an Is going to succeed unless we elect 1 addict is a social and economic 11a- Rjtex Varsitv Cloth—a flne personal
memberment when its supremacy stitutlon to be flouted, undermined Into existence. Such a tendency m propaganda they have appealed to other chance to use your ballot to officers who sincerely believe in the i bility, the present hour demands stationery for men. This stationery
was threatened
| destroyed, by slow degrees, and our national life. If lt continues un- the people's desire for money. Re- drive out licensed liquor, for already law. We need pioneers in States ’ leaders, who will stand forth on ‘h;
The most fortunate aspect of our thrown at last to the four winds ol checked and uncontrolled can have peal would bring prosperity; revenue over $5 000 000 has been spent for manship today, not typical politicians ! principal of total abstinence and so- comes ln Ivory. Green and Brown
national life, for each one of us. ts cbllvion. we will not.
but one end; the slow but sure de- from liquor taxes would balance the liquor ln this State Strong convic but statesmen with courage of con brlety We need a moral housecleoa- Varsity Cloth, printed with your name
the fact that the people of the South .Two traits of character in the souls struction of our government, the dis- budget, take care of unemployment, tions are useless unless they are reg viction who would split out some ;ng and thank God we are going to and address. Fifty large flat sheets
rails, to build a platform that Chris | have it. God's answer has always been ar.d 50 monarch size envelopes to
and the people of the North, those of our individual citizens have held ruption of the Union and the adven; etc. Read Tap and Tavern, the istered at the polls.
"Prohibition, step by step, ls com tian citizens can stand upon and vote i in the lives of men and women who match for only $1.00. Order a box
who wore the "Blue" apd those who our republic together and made It of communism, fascism and dictator- liquor trade's leading Journal if you
! he has brought to the fore in time for home correspondence. Postage
ing back. We are beginning to win for.
wore the "Gray" are still one people, great They are self-reliance and ship.
want to know their aims,
ten cents.
living together under one flag, one rugged individualism on the one ________________________________ |
• • • •
' Our ultimate goal ls the abolishing ! of national crisis."
already.
Clipping from an Illinois
nation, one government; inseparable, hand and co-operative, collective ac- j
“Old customers are dieing off. they
indivisible, with liberty and Justice tion on the other hand
, must look to the ranks of youth for
for all.
The most alarming tendency in our
Sore,Irritated Skin ncw customers; for their trade So
We are a happy, prosperous, pow- national life today Is the fact that F Wherever it is—however broken the must focal all Interest and all net
erful. peaceful people, because we are thousands of our citizens are trying M^^surface-freely apply soot hi ng « undertakings on youth, hence thc
cne people a united people, from the to find a substitute for the old fash- J
allure of advertising. Youth of to
day have had this great problem
Golden Gate in California to th; toned virtues of self-reliance stamthrust upon them How are they go
Etatue of Liberty in New York har- ‘ Ina. industry and thrift by striving
ing to solve It? But we have never
lost faith tn youth. They are still our
Star ot Hope and we are looking to
them to carry on the principles of
total abstinence and sobriety.
"This nation is today the wealthiest
ln the world and the greatest nro. ducer of foods and material things,
but we have learned that neither
wealth nor production brings happi
ness. It Is only as the teachings of
Christ are applied to humanity thal!
we find happiness. The destiny of (
this Republic rests in the hands of,
God who gave us this nation. We
must continue ln partnership with
A FAVORITE FLAVOR OF CHILDREN AND GROWN-UPS!
Ood lf we are going to preserve this
nation. We can’t at the same time
tc In partnership with the liquor
Here's the ideal ice cream for June. Fresh, meaty, luscious
traffic. We must face this fact in
this crucial hour when our economic,!
strawberries, crushed to a sugary pulp. Their tart-sweet
political structures and even civlliza-!
tion hang ln the balance

PERFECT SAFETY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

R E'S RELIEF
Resinol

FRO-JOY

Why put up with Wash-

PRESENTS

FRESH STRAWBERRY

SEALTEST

Day Drudgery when less

than $1 a week will pay for
an ELECTRIC Washerl

e e e •

ELECTRIC washers, long, long ago passed the experimental
stage!
And now for less than $l a week you can purchase an

electric washer with
refinements

provements

and

im

which

$ 165 could not pur

chase seven or eiqht

years ago;

Why not, then, join

the thousands who use
this easy way to wash
their clothes.

Let us set one in on
free trial for next
washday — you'll not

be obligated to buy.
$4.50

Down; $4 Monthly

"We must acknowledge we are' a
drunken, debauched and degraded,
people. That our womanhood has j
fallen from her place of standing,
when according to a survey made by
the American Business Men's Re
search Foundation every metropoli
tan area showed that 60 percent of
the regular patrons of the taverns
were girls and women, not men. Re
peal Is still young, but already twenty
States have legalized race track
gambling and in six of our large met
ropolitan areas legislation Is on foot
to re-legalize the red light districts
for segregated vice. Nothing but a
great sweeping spiritual revival in
the hearts and lives of our people
can. lift the Ideals of womanhood.
We hoped for a great moral and
spiritual uplift when the vote was
granted to women, but they failed to
use the opportunity. In some States
only 80% of the women vote. No
State had more than 50% women
I voters, and in no State were more
than 50% of the men voting. It was
the stay at home vote that brought
the deluge of liquor and repeal.
"You cannot separate Christianity
and conduct. We must have Chris
tianity in our political as well as our
church life. The liquor traffic is
here because the church has allowed
lt to come in. The liquor traffic
would destroy the church if lt could.
The church can destroy the liquor
traffic if lt would. It can do any
thing in the life of the nation, elect
Presidents, enforce laws, or any
thing else when it Is ready to stand
together 100 percent. We have to
go where the enemy is if we are go
ing to fight.

flavor churned into smooth rich cream, and frozen. That's
Sealtest Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream — another

taste-thriller. Every rich, creamy mouthful is a masterpiece
of flavor. You'll never grow tired of this delicious dessert,
CHARMING JUNE LANG CHOOSES

created by the Sealtest System.

“FRESH STRAWBERRY
FOR JUNE”
‘I
Miss June Lang, vivacious 20th Century-

<6000.00

IN PRIZES EVERY MONTH
FIRST PRIZE:

A LUXURY-TOUR OF THE U. S. (or
360 priini. totaling

$6000.00, am

awardnd

For an

sisoo.oo in cash)

ice cream you aimply can't beat,

Try thia Sealtest freah-atrawberry treat.

every

month, lot tho boot

CENTRAMMAI N E
FOWKRztOMPAMY

Fox star, helped Camille Kurtz, chef of
Philadelphia's famous Bellevue-Stratford,

It’a the berriea—no fooling,

and Miss Beulah Gillaspie, Director oi
the Sealtest Laboratory Kitchen, choose

this dessert made with the Ice-Cream-ofthe Month:

a

lad linns, in the
Stalled Limerick
Contest.

your

Delicioua and cooling

SEALTEST FRESH

This is

Here's this month's

limerick.

STRAWBERRY

WITH MERINGUE

opportunity 1

SHELLS

Um

(Do Mt Mali thia May af tha ll»ariak.
Oftalal Entry Blaalr)
Gat data I la and tha free OflUlal Entry-Blaek frea year Fra-Jay lea Cream
dealer. Official Entry-Blank muat ba uaedl

Heap Sealtest Fresh Strawberry Ice

Cream in a large serving-dish. Garnish
with meringue shells. Add several heap
Thia la tha official symbol
oi tha famous SEALTEST
SYSTEM OF LABORATORY
PROTECTION, safeguarding
the quality and purity of Frojoy Sealtest Ice Cream. Look
for it when you buy.

e e e e

“The liquor traffic is the greatest
foe of the church. Just around the
corner ls this entrenched enemy,
ready to tear down all we have
strived to build up in Christian prin
ciple and character. When you fight
the evils of drink you are doing the
finest type of Christian work. Chris
tian womanhood is challenged to go
out and fight. Not only with the
i ballot in her hand but love of Christ

Fro-joy

CREAM
FINER

FLAVOR
Copyright 1936 by S.altMt Syst.m Lahoratorint. Inc.

ing spoonfuls of whipped cream. Deco
rate with large, ripe, fresh strawberries.

And watch the family's faces beam when

you set this before theml

